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ONE
PROFESSION
BUT MANY
DIFFERENT
ROLES

If you are good at mathematics and would like to earn a
good salary actuarial science would have been a no-brainer
match for you. Whether this will continue to be the case in
the future depends on how the actuarial profession will evolve. This evolution is necessitated by
the ever-evolving world we live in.
President, 2019-20

As a profession that draws from information contained in historical data to create models that
can provide insights into the future, we should be well positioned to ride the wave of the
evolution of professions successfully. Historically, members of our profession have gone on to
become exemplary chief executives, venture capitalists, entrepreneurs, researchers, teachers,
philanthropists and to play many other worthy roles in society.

Our role within the insurance sector continues to grow and we have
made significant inroads into wider fields within financial services such
as banking.
We have set for ourselves a challenging goal to become a global leader in context-based solutions
and each publication is an opportunity to reflect on how we are progressing as a profession
towards this goal. The Actuarial Society of South Africa recently awarded a fellowship pass by
dissertation. This is still far from being a popular route to qualification, but our profession will
benefit from an increase in the number of subject matter experts of the highest calibre. Another
best paper prize from an international actuarial conference is another feather in our cap as a
profession and this is an achievement we should aim to emulate year after year.

Context-based solutions are not simply
academic products but practical products
such as strong businesses, impactful nongovernmental organisations, and strong
public institutions. We celebrate the successes
of members of our profession who have built
successful international businesses, have led
large insurance businesses, and continue to
invest in new enterprises.
The Actuarial Society has recently focused,
through its public interest office, on the
strengthening of public institutions. We all
experienced the impact of public policy during
COVID-19 and subsequent lockdowns. Many
decisions were made that may or may not have
been the best public policy decisions, but the
main point is that the policymaking process
is too important to ignore and government
too important to fail. Context-based solutions
should include well researched policy inputs
that will help to strengthen public institutions
to fulfil their constitutional obligations. Public
policy is a contested political space whereas
the Actuarial Society is not a political entity
and therefore our involvement requires extra
caution to avoid being labelled negatively.
Our role in public policy as a profession will
continue to grow.

Enjoy reading this edition.
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The actuarial profession will
continue to grow, change
and thrive if it continues to
attract the best of the best and
maintain high standards of
professionalism.
By attracting individuals with exceptional intellect
and problem-solving skills, the profession will
continuously adapt its skills and embrace the
challenges offered by changing technology, new
industries and new realities. Coupling this with high
and unimpeachable standards of trustworthiness,
Mike McDougall (Chief Executive)
integrity and respect will entrench
actuaries as forward looking, honourable
professionals that serve the public good
By attracting the best of the best, the
and provide sound advice and enduring
profession will soar to areas of activity
solutions to real world problems.

where no actuary has been before.

To secure the long term relevance of the
profession, it is important that actuaries
continue to both deliver work of an exceptional
technical quality and to continuously question their
techniques and mental models and to explore the
intended and unintended consequences of advice
and decisions. To remain relevant the profession
needs to combine rigor and pragmatism, to be
able to derive meaning that can be modelled
from incomplete and contradictory data and to
understand the constraints and limitations of the
emerging models.

To secure long term trust and respect, the profession
needs to embrace the discipline and rigor of
established approaches while being receptive to
challenges and alternative perspectives from within
and outside the profession. The profession needs to
critically learn from its past and where unintended
and unforeseen consequences and adverse

experience might have led to poor outcomes. The
challenge for the profession is not to be perfect but
to adapt and grow as the lessons of past errors or
omissions become apparent.
As the Actuarial Society prepares to host its first virtual
convention with over 30 papers and presentations
spread over a range of parallel and plenary sessions
over three days, there is an ideal opportunity to
explore new thinking, challenge existing methods
and practices and learn from past experiences.
By attracting the best of the best, the profession will
soar to areas of activity where no actuary has been
before. However, unless it is rooted on a foundation
of mutual respect, trustworthiness and rigorous
challenge and debate, it will be a castle in the air to
be blown away unlamented and unappreciated.
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c) ascertain the reasons 		
advanced for any increases
and advise on the 			
reasonability/plausibility of 		
the reasons advanced, and

ACTUARY TO ZONDO
Some of us sat up when we
heard an actuary had appeared
before the Judicial Commission
of Inquiry into Allegations of
State Capture, also known as the
Zondo Commission. Alister Chabi
provides a fascinating account of
and insight into this experience,
also touching on a number of
professional aspects.

The mandate was later extended
in October of 2018 to include an
additional 100 locomotives to
be procured for Transnet’s coal
business.

PREPARING THE
REPORTS
I conducted the investigations
with the assistance of a
partner, a chemical engineer
by profession. MNS subjected
us to strict deadlines, unhappy
with the financial team they had
previously appointed and having
to table a complete report of
their investigations on the 1064
locomotives by 1 June 2018. We
had very little time.

THE NATURE OF THE
ASSIGNMENT
A firm of Attorneys, Mncedisi
Ndlovu & Sedumedi Attorneys
(‘MNS’), was appointed by the
Transnet SOC Limited (‘Transnet’)
Board of Directors to investigate
alleged irregularities in the
acquisition of 1064 locomotives
by
the
previous
Transnet
Board of Directors and Senior
Executives for Transnet’s General
Freight Business. ALL5 Holding
Company, a firm in which I was a
founding partner, was appointed
on recommendation by MNS
to assist with its investigations
on the financial transactions
relating
to
the
acquisition
of the locomotives. We were

d) ascertain if billions of Rands
of taxpayer funds were lost
from prices being
unjustifiably inflated when
the locomotives were 		
procured.

appointed on 17 May 2018 and
were required to deliver on our
mandate by 31 May 2018. The
scope of our mandate was to:
a) determine if the Estimated
Total Cost (ETC) of acquiring
the locomotives allowed for
inflation and foreign 			
currency hedging costs,
b) ascertain if there was an 		
increase in the Estimated 		
Total Cost (ETC) from 		
releasing the tender to
signing the supply 			
agreements,

The information I had to study
included
financial
models,
business cases, policy and strategy
documents, Acts and Instruction
notes from the National Treasury
and the Department of Trade and
Industry, contracts/agreements,
and audio recordings between
Transnet and the tenderers. I
sat in on interviews between
MNS and various stakeholders
including Transnet former and
current senior officials, and
representatives of the winning
tenderers/Original
Equipment
Manufacturers (‘OEMs’).

The business cases provided a
summarised version of the outputs
from the financial models which
covered the profits that Transnet
could reasonably expect to make
from the 1064 locomotives based
on the projected demand of ore
transportation, the likely revenues
to be received, and the costs
of acquiring the locomotives
and operating them over their
economic lifetime.
I consulted with experts in the
investment space to benchmark
my findings. I, thereafter, had my
workings and reports reviewed
by a fellow actuary, and a doctor
in computational finance and
derivatives expert.

My audience
extended to the
Commission of
Inquiry and the
ordinary South
African...
THE AUDIENCE!
When I initially took on the
assignment, I expected that my
obligations would be limited to
MNS Attorneys and Transnet’s
management team. It was later
brought to my attention that
National Treasury and McKinsey
&
Company
independently
produced their own financial
reports for Transnet. I had heard
of a Commission of Inquiry into
State
Capture
(‘Commission
of Inquiry’) from the news but
never imagined at the time that
I would have to face it, especially
considering that there was more
than one financial report available.

My audience extended to the
Commission of Inquiry and the
ordinary South African, one year
after the release of the first report.

PREPARING FOR THE
COMMISSION OF
INQUIRY
I met with the advocates who
would be leading my evidence
on 3 May 2019. My task was to
get them acquainted with my
evidence, what I relied on for
my report and the process taken
to arrive at my findings. I was
in a room full of attorneys and
advocates (‘legal team’) who
were for the first time engaging
with the workings of the models
backing my report.
I had to quickly accustom
myself to the seemingly hostile
environment I found myself in.
The legal team was very thorough,
seeking to identify any potential
gaps in the findings, the process
and the information relied on.
I was requested to carry out
additional analyses to address
aspects that were not part of my
mandate from the Instructing
Attorneys, MNS. I remember
sitting with the legal team, one
night at 23h00, trying to appease
a frantic Advocate Sello Mahlape
who could not accept the reasons
for my mandate and report not
covering some analyses. It was
the first time I got into trouble
for following an instruction. The
preparations were put on hold
and I was then given one day to
carry out the required analyses.
All in all, I spent over 300 hours
with the legal team preparing
for my appearance before
the Deputy Chief Justice and
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Commissioner of Inquiry, Judge
Raymond Zondo.

MY APPEARANCES
I first appeared as an expert
witness/advisor on the 29 May
2019. The idea of appearing as
an expert witness was daunting
because I did not consider myself
one. I had to keep reminding
myself that I was standing before
the Commission of Inquiry in my
capacity as an Investment actuary
and not a rail transportations
expert or rail engineer. Leading
and communicating evidence
of a technical nature on the day
proved challenging for Advocate
Sello Mahlape and me. The
Commissioner, three hours into
my testimony, requested that
we put together an affidavit
explaining the evidence in layman
terms before reappearing. The
importance of being able to
appreciate my audience and its
level of understanding was ever
more relevant when compiling
my 72-page affidavit.
My second and third appearances
were on 27 November 2019 and
04 December 2019, respectively.
The period between the first
and second appearance at first
seemed adequate for the team
and me to prepare the affidavit.

CHALLENGES/
LEARNINGS
i.

The tedious task of
documenting a 54-sheet
financial model was
reminiscent of the days I
spent preparing for my
model and documentation
exam. Numerous nights were
spent compiling and refining
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the affidavit, often resulting
in debates and disagreements
over the choice of words.
I needed the ensure that
the tone of my affidavit was
professional and not
accusatory. I was compiling
a document in an actuarial
capacity and any information
of a legal nature or other,
that I could not substantiate,
had to be excluded.
ii. It was challenging consulting
with actuaries and other
investment professionals
given the nature of the task
and the client involved,
let alone protecting their
identity. An investment
actuary I consulted with on
one of the hedging
instruments noted that there
would be no upside for them
or the organisation they
worked for, if referenced in
the report. I had no difficulty
assuring them that their
identity would not be
disclosed in my report to the
attorneys and Transnet. I did
not expect to have the report
tabled before the
Commission of Inquiry
and the public. When the
news that the findings would
need to be presented at the
Commission of Inquiry and
the public surfaced, I was not
sure if I could keep my
promise and what the
implications would be.
I immediately advised the
advocates that I was not at
liberty to disclose the
identities of some individuals
and organisations that I
consulted with. They
assured me that I would not
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Overall, I enjoyed the
experience and developed
a close relationship with
the legal team

be compelled to disclose
their identity and jokingly
added “unless my
qualifications and experience
came into question”.
iii. I wrestled with the fear of
having to present my 		
findings before the nation
in a televised setting. I had
appeared before a judge
as an expert witness before
but not on a matter of this
magnitude and not in a
televised setting. I requested
a closed session with the
Commissioner. The advocates
felt that It was a matter of
public interest. One of the
advocates retorted “No one
does work for a state-owned
company and expects it not
to become a public issue.
You should have thought
about that before taking
on the assignment.”. I then
inquired about the cameras
and if they could be done
away with. The advocates
responded that I would need
to provide them with valid
reasons for the Commissioner
to consider and that my

anxiety was not one of them. I
contemplated, as a last resort,
and asked what the recourse
for the Commission would
be if I was out of the country.
I was told that I would be in
contempt and risked being
subpoenaed. To overcome
my anxieties, the advocates
recommended that I sit in
some of the sessions at the
Commission of Inquiry, to
better acquaint myself with
the environment and to help
ease my tension. It helped.

Overall,
I
enjoyed
the
experience and developed a
close relationship with the legal
team during the preparations.
I left away with important
learnings about the legal
space and court arena. I found
it interesting that I could not
remove my jacket while in the
dock without the permission
of the Judge. This was after I
had unknowingly removed my
jacket several times without
seeking permission from the
Commissioner.
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FELLOWSHIP BY
REASEARCH: ANOTHER
FEATURE OF 2020
The first semester of 2020 saw the Actuarial
Society host online exams for the first time.
It saw the first member qualify as a Fellow
of the Actuarial Society via the research
option (F200). Mario Giuricich kindly agree to
respond to a few questions.

South African Actuary: Give
us a bit of background; where
you studied, where you are
working and what your job
entails.
Mario

Giuricich:

Whenever
I am asked this question, I
always surprise myself because
I robotically respond, “I spent a
decade at UCT”! I completed a
four-year Bachelor of Business
Science, specialising in Actuarial
Science, followed by a twoyear Masters of Philosophy in
Mathematical Finance at the
University of Cape Town (UCT).
Thereafter, I completed a four-year
PhD in Quantitative Finance. That
journey then took me to London

for an internship in
the catastrophe risk
research
team
at
SCOR.
Currently,
I
work in consulting at
PwC in Cape Town.
My internship at SCOR
offered me a real
opportunity to see my
research in action as
part of their capital modelling
exercise. At PwC, I am fortunate
enough to continue working in
the P&C capital modelling space.
However, I also lead small teams
in solving complex financial
derivative
and
share-based
payment valuation problems.

SAA: What made you decide
on the research option?
MG: Since my final year as an

undergraduate, I can honestly
say that I was determined to
pursue the research option path
towards qualification. Through
my honours project, I came to
the realisation that research into
novel and evolving fields was one

clear way to diversify the reach of
the actuarial profession. I aspired
to be an actuary working in a nontraditional or research-orientated
field, and so my research journey
began.

SAA: How did you then select
your research topic?
MG: Having taught at UCT for

over five years, I always tried
my best to ensure students
remained
mindful
of
the
following analogy - throughout
our careers at university, we are
preparing our briefcases to take
out into practice. At the end of
my Masters, I knew I had both
quantitative and actuarial tools in
my briefcase, however, I had keen
interest in exploring how they
worked together - that is why
I pursued a PhD. As luck would
have it my head of department,
Professor David Taylor, told me
that his colleague, Professor
Krzysztof Burnecki from the
Wroclaw University of Science
and Technology in Poland, was
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researching catastrophe bonds.
Having learnt about alternative
risk transfer mechanisms in
my undergraduate studies, I
immediately pounced on the
opportunity. And ultimately this
is how the topic of my research
was conceived, that is “Indexlinked catastrophe instrument
valuation”. It seemed like a
quintessential topic to me: it
combined actuarial elements
such as catastrophe risk-related
reinsurance
and
insurance
loss modelling with modern
mathematical finance elements,
such as asset valuation techniques
for incomplete markets.

SAA: Tell us a bit about the
process and approach you
followed for your Fellowship
research.
MG:

The
process
entailed
completing a full-time PhD
programme at UCT. A PhD thesis
is written evidence of notable
erudition in the field of study, at a
level acceptable for peer-review.
At first, this thought seemed
daunting. Despite that, I decided
to put my fears aside and write
my thesis in three parts, each part
being separately publishable.
From the outset of my studies, I
adopted that mindset, constantly
reiterating to myself that my
PhD thesis should, ultimately,
stitch together three publishable
papers. I felt that going through
the publishing process would
offer me the opportunity to hone
my research skills and would
provide me with the opportunity
to put my work forward for peer
review and feedback. However,
the greatest lesson I learnt from
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the publishing process was that
my research should be not only
of academic relevance, but of
practical relevance as well. Once
I had learnt that lesson, I aspired
to make my PhD thesis as
practically relevant as possible.
That is when I started relying not
only on academic papers, but also
on industry thought leadership
articles and discussions with
relevant industry practitioners.
I realise here that I have perhaps
offered more of an overview of the
mindset I adopted throughout
my Fellowship research, rather
than the logistical process I took
for my research. In sum, my four
years comprised a healthy dose of
reading through academic and
practitioner articles, translating
ideas into papers, fiddling
around with numerical analyses
in MatLab and Python, preparing
conference presentations and
constantly defending everything
I wrote to my two supervisors,
Professor Burnecki and Professor
Peter Ouwehand.

SAA: Then, about the research
itself: can you give us a brief
summary of the observations,
findings and so on?
MG: I

can gladly offer an
overview thereof! My research
considered the subject of natural
catastrophe-related index-linked
insurance-linked securities (ILS).
ILS are financial instruments
that derive their value from
insurance-related events, and
often function as alternatives
to reinsurance. “Index-linked”
means that the insurancerelated event, driving the ILS’s
value, is an insurance index such

as insurance loss index (such
as that published by Property
Claims Services in the USA).
Finally, “catastrophe” implies a
natural catastrophe such as a
hurricane, earthquake or winter
storm, triggering considerable
extents
of
non-independent
claims for insurers or reinsurers.
My thesis centered around an
instrument called a catastrophe
(CAT) bond, which is a kind of debt
instrument that raises finance for
players in the insurance industry
during times of catastrophe. We
can obviously see the benefits
for issuers of these bonds, but
a seemingly counterintuitive
question is as follows - why
invest in a CAT bond? There
are two main reasons for this:
firstly, they offer a high yield
which, in my view, cannot be
overlooked given the low yields
currently prevailing in developed
countries’ debt markets. Adding
to this attractiveness from a yield
perspective is that these bonds
are more liquid since they are
publicly traded. Secondly, CAT
bond returns are fundamentally
uncorrelated with returns on
equity markets; this has been
empirically demonstrated over
the recent past. In 2017, a number
of CAT bonds triggered due to the
impact of Hurricanes Irma, Harvey
and Maria, and certain investors
lost
capital
despite
equity
markets performing relatively
well over that year. However, CAT
bonds performed well this year,
despite the turbulence in the
financial markets caused by the
COVID-19 outbreak.
Let’s now delve a little deeper into
my thesis and research. In the

Research gave me the chance to explore
new areas in which I previously had very little
knowledge, and uncover exciting ideas and
synergies. It keeps my mind inquiring ...

first part of my thesis I considered
simplified ways, as alternatives
to expensive catastrophe loss
simulation models, to model
insured losses (in aggregate) from
natural catastrophes. This part
was highly practical, and it was
interesting as well as exciting to
work with industry catastropheloss
data.
An
interesting
observation was that (which will
probably be of little surprise),
three-parameter
distributions
such as the less frequently-used
Burr and Generalised Extreme
Value
distributions,
fit
my
historical catastrophe loss data
best when compared to the more
commonly used two-parameter
distributions in practice (such
as the Pareto and log-Normal
distributions). The second part
of my thesis was a little more
mathematically rigorous: here
I considered the largest class
of ILS, namely the catastrophe
bond. I derived a framework
in which such a security could
be priced using mathematical
finance techniques. But because
the pricing formula derived
was complicated (from both an
analytical and numerical point
of view), I considered a way in
which it could be approximated
quite easily and with reasonable
accuracy. The third, and final,
part of my thesis was by far the
most fascinating and was driven
by a question asked during one

of my conference presentations.
Inspired by how bank-issued
contingent convertible bonds
(Cocos) operate, I considered how
the traditional catastrophe bond
structure could be changed, in
that investors rather receive their
capital back (upon trigger) in
equity. I derived pricing formulae
for this new instrument, which I
dubbed a “CocoCat”, showed how
its value behaved in numerical
simulations and discussed - from
a practitioner’s perspective - both
the accounting and solvency
implications for issuers and
buyers of this instrument.
In summary, my research covered
topical issues, and forayed into
an ambit in which actuaries have
only recently been considering.
Catastrophe
risk
modelling,
reinsurance and securitisation is
an ever-evolving field, and there
are many varied and exciting
topics for actuaries to explore
here. Lately, I have been reading
about potential scenarios that
could
occur
if
pandemics
had to occur in tandem with
natural
catastrophes,
and
also if pandemics occurred
as consequences of natural
catastrophes. In reaction to this,
I have been asking myself the
exacting question, “How could
insurers and reinsurers deal with
this risk which has a behavioural
profile possibly quite dissimilar
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from more well-studied actuarial
risks”? I feel there is an incredible
opportunity for actuaries to help
quantify, assess, and mitigate
these kinds of risk.

SAA: Did you encounter any
specific challenges in going
for Fellowship by research?
MG: I feel that the typical PhD

challenge
existed,
namely
defending my convictions and
research to my supervisors as
well as other academics and
practitioners. But two unique
challenges stood out for me.
Firstly, Fellowship by research
requires sufficient breadth in
the research, nestled within the
current regulatory and economic
climate, as opposed to a narrow
topic with sufficient depth. This
is particularly challenging since
postgraduate research, sufficiently
deep for academic recognition,
does not always demonstrate
the wider thinking which ASSA
requires for a practicing actuary.
This requirement could not have
been clearer when a colleague
asked me to consider ASSA’s
F203 and F205 syllabi and
defend how many objectives
my research covered. Secondly,
I had to ensure my research
was of practical relevance to the
actuarial profession. Coming from
an academic environment, this
was challenging since it is difficult
to know what practitioners
will appreciate. However, this
is where I realised the value of
speaking to industry practitioners
and presenting at conferences
aimed at them, such as ASSA’s
Enterprise Risk Management
Seminars.
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SAA: If you had to choose all over, would you
go this route again?
MG: Definitely! Research gave me the chance to

explore new areas in which I previously had very
little knowledge, and uncover exciting ideas and
synergies. It keeps my mind inquiring and offers me
the space to evaluate my ideas both carefully and
critically. Furthermore, the consequential discussion
which comes from publication of articles and
conference presentations continuously compels me
to apply my mind. I feel the following highlights
my point: together with my supervisors, in October
2019 we published an article in the world’s largest
actuarial science journal, Insurance: Mathematics
and Economics. We still receive questions on our
article to this day!

SAA: Finally, any advice for those who may
be considering going the research route
themselves?
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control of how you choose to carry out the research, how
you interact and work with others, and how you present
your work! Thirdly, and finally, if you enjoy research and
are prepared to propel the actuarial profession into new
fields, no matter the challenges you think you will face
when doing so, then I encourage you to explore the F200
research option!

SAA: And then, very finally, where can anyone
interested in your research access it?
MG: My PhD thesis is available on UCT’s website at this
link: https://open.uct.ac.za/handle/11427/29642.

My co-authored publications are also included below:
•

Burnecki, K. and Giuricich, M. Stable weak approximation
at work in index-linked catastrophe bond pricing. Risks,
2017. 5 (4), 64. Full text available at https://www.mdpi.
com/2227-9091/5/4/64.

•

Burnecki, K. and Giuricich, M. Modelling of left-truncated
heavy-tailed data with application to catastrophe
bond pricing. Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and
its Applications, 525, 418-513. Abstract available at
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/
S0378437119303085.

MG: Yes, I certainly have some advice to share.

Firstly, the most important piece of advice is that
you must be mindful that novel research involves
endurance and time. It demands continual
inquiry, reflection as well as evaluation and is the
culmination of years of critical thinking, discussion
and good communication. Secondly, I would like
to dispel the myth that a degree by research is a
lonesome journey. It is anything but that - you are in

•

Burnecki, K, Giuricich, M and Palmowski, Z. Valuation
of contingent convertible catastrophe bonds - The
case for equity conversion. Insurance: Mathematics
and Economics, 88, 238-254. Abstract available at
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/
S0167668718301598.

THE RESEARCH OPTION (F200) IN A
NUTSHELL (OR A BOX)
It is fair to say that this option has not been a successful route to qualification. Most
students retrospectively (perhaps opportunistically) submit their academic dissertations
for a university qualification in an attempt to obtain Fellowship. This typically does not meet
the Research Committee requirements, most often in terms of demonstrating sufficient
breadth and depth of knowledge on the subject. The Research Committee has advised
that only prospective applications will be considered, before the research commences, so
as to allow sufficient input by the Research Committee to ensure requirements are clear
from the outset.
Within the context of the above comments, a current task group established by the
Education Board of the Actuarial Society is performing a strategic review of the Fellowship
Curriculum and one of the items identified is to take a fresh look at the Research Option
and to make recommendations in this regard. Until this task group has completed its work
and made recommendations for any changes and until such changes are approved by the
Education Board, the current research route option to qualification remains available.
The process is set out in detail in the Students’ Handbook, which is available on the
Actuarial Society’s website. In summary The Board of Examiners, in conjunction with the Research Committee, and subject to the
approval of the Education Board, sets up a sub-committee to consider both the registration
form and the proposals for research to qualify for F200.
In considering such a proposal the sub-committee considers not only the academic merits
of the proposed research, but also sees to it:
1.

That each research proposal is considered by the Research Sub-Committee comprising of the Chair of
the Research Committee, the Chair of the Board of Examiners (or their respective nominees) and two
Fellow members of the Actuarial Society with appropriate experience in the field of research.

2.

HEALTH
WARNING: Education
can be a poverty trap!

That the research proposal meets the following criteria:
2.1.

It must demonstrate the practical value for the profession. It is acknowledged that “practical value”

			

is not easy to define, though it should generally be clear from the proposal submitted. The proposal

			

should seek to cover why the research is of practical value.

2.2.

It must extend the knowledge of the profession and its understanding of the field concerned.

2.3.

It must demonstrate the candidate’s understanding of the problem/field being researched.

2.4.

It must highlight any particular problems including any ethical issues that may arise, particularly

			
2.5.

Help us help more children to escape the
poverty trap.
Contact Paper Video (Chris Mills, 072 347 6154,
chris@papervideo.co.za) or the Actuarial Society
Educational Trust (Mike McDougall, 087 073 8952,
mmcdougall@actuarialsociety.org.za) and make
education a powerful catalyst for change in more
children’s lives.

			

with regard to interviews with or surveys of individual subjects.
It must highlight how confidential data will be treated, especially as the research should be publicly
available to the profession as whole.

2.6.

It must state what learning objective skill outcomes will be achieved for the candidate in doing

			

the research, which might include (but not be limited to) communication skills, critical thinking

			

skills, data analysis skills, etc.

2.7.
			

It must demonstrate a broad knowledge of the subject content, but the student will not be required
to cover all the work required in a Fellowship paper.
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On SuperRare, I have doubled the number of pieces

and therefore the lack of them does not disqualify

sold in one month and have at times even gotten

something from being art. If one is to accept this

higher prices. Why is this happening? And it’s not

view (and the multitude of assumptions that I have

just happening to me. Hundreds of artists are selling

made) then digital things can be art.

digital pieces for significant sums. Two years ago
Robbie Barrat sold a digital piece to Artnome for
0.46 Eth ($176). This piece would receive 12 more
bids and Artnome sold it to CuriousNFT for 75 Eth
($13 265).

ARTIST
THE ACTUARY AS

I am coming close to selling my 10th Digital Art Piece this
month on SuperRare, an Online Gallery built on the Ethereum
Blockchain. I’ve been exhibiting my art the traditional way since
2016 and after four exhibitions, I only sold four pieces that
entire time. - Michael Jordan
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But why pay for Digital Art when one can simply
screenshot or copy the image for free? To answer this,
we need to again lean more towards speculation
and spiritualism rather than strict rationality.
Think of every art piece as a story or a journey. It

To the sceptic, this does not make sense. Why would

is conceptualised, created and then released to

anyway pay for digital art? Are digital images even

the world where it can be admired, criticised and

art in the first place? I have been trained to think

purchased. Through the action of purchasing, the

scientifically and from a purely scientific point of

collector becomes part of this story. Ownership

view, no one should spend large sums of their

gives collectors closer association to this mysterious

money on art, let alone digital art. But if we apply

thing and from a spiritual perspective, it is exciting.

cold science everywhere, we risk disenchanting

So exciting that art (and digital art) has received

reality and making life a dull experience. So join

astronomical prices. Any scientific position that

me as we take a step outside the Iron Cage of

believes art to not be of high value has to deal with

Rationality and try to comprehend digital art from

the empirical evidence that says otherwise. Yes,

another angle.

we can say these are anomalies or the results of

Art is mysterious. Stories, emotions, religious truths
and so much more can be stored within it. Art has

irrational behaviour, but as more evidence piles in,
these arguments get weaker.

the ability to speak to our soul and has a spiritual

I spoke to some of the biggest crypto art collectors

dimension. If we suspend our scientific judgement

to get their views on how they determine what price

and entertain these spiritual notions, whatever

to pay. They were willing to talk to me but almost

they may be, and if we accept that art taps into

all insisted on remaining anonymous. Some had

them, we can then see that art is not bound by

detailed methodologies that considered various

its physical manifestation. Yes, the canvas and the

aspects, such as the theme and technique of the

material used are important parts of some art

piece as well as an in-depth analysis of the artist’s

pieces, but they are not essential for all art pieces

history and personality. Others were more than
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happy to take a subjective approach and make a

Sometimes I approach the blank screen with a blank

bid that felt right to them. I have yet to purchase

mind and just see what happens. I am essentially

any art, mainly because what I like, I cannot afford.

just doodling with more sophisticated techniques.

When it comes to selling art, I have accepted bids

For example, the piece below: I didn’t really plan it. I

lower than $50 and received bids over $500. I

just drew a celebrity’s face, decided in the moment

will sometimes entertain a lower bid from a top

to make the hair green, because why not, and then

collector because part of me wants my piece to
belong in a big collection. I feel as if well-known
collectors validate your status as an artist when

messed around by copying and pasting it over and
over again. Sometimes I will go with an idea in mind,
but most times I used art as an escape from the

they purchase your piece and that is important

actuarial exams and to give the brain a break.

to someone like me, who is a bit insecure about

Half of me (the actuary) thinks Digital Art is in

their artistic ability. The actuary in me wants to

a bubble and that the market is overpriced. I,

take the highest price and knows that your past

therefore, discourage anyone from “investing” in

sales influence your future bids, but the artist in me

it. But then the other half of me (the artist) thinks

ignores this and considers both price and who the

Digital Art is the future and that a speculative bet

collector is.

could be very rewarding. It’s a high risk, high return

Sometimes I think
about combining the
two and becoming a
creative actuary.

play. I think this could be the future of art
because blockchain has made trading art
more efficient. With the blockchain I simply
upload my piece, I don’t have to worry about
purchasing materials, storing my creations

becoming a creative actuary. What if I tokenized
catastrophe bonds to make them more accessible
to the public? What if we decentralised the claim

to galleries and collectors. The blockchain also
allows my art to be on sale 24/7 to a global
of fraud, theft and damage to art. But my favourite
blockchain benefit is that the history of the art’s
owners is perfectly preserved and embedded into
the art piece itself.

process of funeral insurance to tackle the issue

Whether Digital Art is overpriced for the future, it

of fraud? I can easily spend hours designing new

makes sense for me (both the actuary and artist) to

products and I have had the privilege of presenting
the catastrophe bond idea to a Bermudian
government official and the insurance idea to
venture capitalists but capital requirements and
other regulatory restrictions make it difficult to
manifest these novel ideas into business prospects.
Although that is probably for the best, financial
innovations can carry unintentional systemic risks
whereas my art, on the other hand, doesn’t disturb
the economy.

The International Association of Consulting Actuaries (IACA), a section
of the International Actuarial Association, would have held an in-person
colloquium in Paris in May. Due to the Covid pandemic, the event was
turned into a virtual one. The prize for the best paper was awarded to
Kwanda Ngwenduna and Rendani Mbuvha for their co-authored paper,
Generative Adversarial Networks for Actuarial Use, which was featured
in the previous edition of South African Actuary. They kindly agreed to
respond to some questions.

and, my ultimate pet peeve, delivering them

audience. The blockchain also reduces the risk
Sometimes I think about combining the two and

Virtual
Event, Real
Achievement

sell in this market. I’ve learnt how to program my
own crypto gallery and want to release one that
specialises in African Digital Art. I want to give local
artists another revenue stream, one that is resilient
to lockdowns and pandemics. As we normalise
virtual meetings and virtual events, it makes sense
to have a virtual gallery so that people can continue
to tap into their spiritual side by enjoying and
collecting art.
https://superrare.co/mjfellowactuary/creations

South African Actuary: What does the
prize involve?
Kwanda Ngwenduna and Rendani
Mbuvha: The prize involves a cash award as
well as a feature in the IACA latest newsletter.

SAA: How did you become interested in
this topic?
KN & RM: In 2018, Kwanda enrolled for an

MSc in e-Science majoring in data science
at the University of the Witwatersrand,
supervised by Rendani Mbuvha. Part of
the work included a capstone project and
research thesis in data science. At the time,
Kwanda was heading up the pricing basis
development and research team at Munich
Re of Africa. When building machine learning
models, other actuarial models and deriving
a pricing basis, we encountered challenges
with limited data sets and the class imbalance
problem. Class imbalance occurs due to

having an imbalanced class distribution in
your training data. Training models on such
data sets lead to biased model accuracy and
over-fitting. Class imbalance is ubiquitous in
actuarial work as most often actuaries have
to model events that are low in frequency
and high in impact. A number of solutions
exist to address class imbalance but none of
these methods took into consideration the
training data distribution; some were prone
to over-fitting and subjective.
Our interest in trying to solve this problem
spurred us into researching generative
models and how they can be used to boost
actuarial data sets and get better predictive
models. Moreover, this topic had not
been previously explored in the literature
particularly for actuarial science. This offered
an opportunity to complete both a capstone
project and thesis on generative models
and using them to address class imbalance.
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This is interesting to the actuarial
discipline as the topic can be
useful for data augmentation
and boosting actuarial models.

SAA: How did you approach
the research work?
KN & RM: This research emanated

from an MSc thesis completed
between 2018 and 2020. Initially,
it was a capstone project where
we were estimating accidental
mortality risk for assured lives in
South Africa A research proposal
had to be written outlining the
research aims and objectives,
research questions, preliminary
literature review and methods
to be used. This provided a
chronological structure to follow
for the research. Significant time
was spent reading widely and
gathering articles relevant for this
topic. Then Kwanda summarised
each article using key themes.
From then on, the outcomes,
problems and gaps to explore
were formulated. We discussed
these every month and also got
constant feedback from other
peers who reviewed the research
thereby providing comfort and
highlighted areas that were not
clear.
Given this this work had
milestones to be reached from
the MSc, this ensured that proper
planning was required at each
stage of the research process. To
ensure that Kwanda was meeting
the timelines, we presented the
initial work at a Wits Seminar and
subsequently at the International
Actuarial
Colloquium
held
in April 2019 in Cape Town.
The feedback received from
actuaries and actuarial students
was important in refining the
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research direction further. This
was appalling to us as it ensured
that the topic of research was
relevant to actuaries and that we
were in the right direction.

SAA: Did you encounter any
particular challenges in your
research?
KN & RM: Finding the right

balance
between
research,
working full-time and actuarial
studies was challenging. As it
was the first time using Python
for this research, we encountered
challenges
implementing
some of the techniques from
first principles. Reading and
gathering relevant literature
was tricky as there were lots of
research in this space With so
much literature available, it can
get quite difficult to be able
to identify gaps for your own
research work. This involved
reading widely, summarising
each article, identifying gaps
and thus informing the research
objectives and key questions
to be asked. As the topic was
relatively new, results needed to
be automated using a flexible
programming language using
Python. This was challenging
particularly as several data sets
and algorithms were compared.
Having an active and experience
supervisor such as Rendani
Mbuvha was enlightening as this
ensured that we were able to
identify and address challenges
as and when they came.
We got critical feedback from
other supervisors and peers
which made us to go back to the
drawing board for sections where
it was felt that more detail was
needed. Sometimes we needed

to re-run results several times to
ensure that broader coverage
and sensitivity was tested. This
is tricky as model run times can
be cumbersome especially when
there are errors and changes that
are needed with limited time left.
Another challenge is getting
your research work in the public,
being accepted for a conference
and presenting the work with
others. This is challenging as
new articles are produced
almost daily in this topic. Staying
relevant within your research
area and convincing others how
your work is different and useful
is an important component of
the research. Contributions to
current literature and thinking
is important and sometimes it
may be tricky to find useful cases
especially for theoretical work.
We had to ensure that there is
a good balance between theory
and application with relevant
examples for practitioners.

SAA: Do you think enough
actuaries do enough
research?
KN & RM: We do not have

enough actuaries doing research
at the moment. While there has
been an encouraging trend of
actuaries pursuing postgraduate
degrees in business (mainly
MBAs) and data science, post
graduate activity within the South
African actuarial community and
its related research output has
been limited.

SAA: Do you have any
research projects in mind at
present?
KN & RM: Yes. We are working

on a few articles for publication

on international journals.
Other research projects
include a follow-up paper
from the one winning the
best paper award from
the IACA and subsequent
exploration of the topic
for actuaries in South
Africa. Kwanda is working
on a research proposal
for a possible PhD in
Actuarial Science. Rendani
is completing his PhD in
Artificial Intelligence and
has written a number of
published articles.

SAA: Any advice to
young members who
are considering doing a
research paper?
KN & RM: There are

numerous and rapid
developments in
related fields such as
machine learning that
will impact actuarial
work fundamentally.
These present great
research opportunities
that can down the
line manifest in new
products and improved
understanding of risk. If
the actuarial profession
does not actively engage
in investigating these
developments - we
will remain at risk of
absorption into other
disciplines. In our view
sustainable innovation in
any field is directly linked
to the level of research
activity in that field. This is
an opportunity for young
researchers to actively
participate in actuarial
research.
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A CHAMPION FOR
MATHEMATICS
EDUCATION in South Africa
Soshan Soobramoney represents the Actuarial Society on the
board of the South African Mathematics Foundation (SAMF).
In this article, he writes about our partnership with SAMF. And
he also explains how each one of us can change the future
of mathematics in South Africa by becoming a Mathematics
Guardian!

What is the South African Mathematics Foundation?
The South African Mathematics Foundation (SAMF) is a nonprofit organisation, founded in 2004 by Mathematics teachers and
academics. It is thus the umbrella body for the Association for
Mathematics Education of South Africa (AMESA) and the South
African Mathematical Society (SAMS). SAMF works with stakeholders
to improve the quality of mathematics teaching and learning in South
Africa and develop public awareness of the role mathematics plays
in society. A prime example of learner development orchestrated
by SAMF is the SA Maths Olympiad and associated training camps.
Further information is available on the SAMF website.

How has ASSA teamed up with SAMF?
Together with other professional bodies, such as SAICA, we have
actuaries who are involved in helping the organisation meet its
strategic objectives, including developing corporate partnerships.
We also sponsor an annual event called the ASSA South African
Mathematics Team Competition.

Why is SAMF’s work important?
South Africa’s expenditure on education has been increasing in recent
decades but while access to primary education has been expanding,
the quality of South Africa’s education substantially lags international
standards.
For example, South Africa’s fifth-grade learners ranked bottom last in
mathematics achievement when benchmarked against fourth-grade
learners from 39 countries. The lagging outcomes in the quality of
primary education persist at a secondary level. (Source: IMF Working
Paper WP/19/47).
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In the words of Lillian Barnard (Microsoft): “the
biggest challenges South African entrepreneurs
face – as well as those looking for work in corporate
firms, is a lack of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) skills.” (BusinessTech,2018)

What is SAMF doing to change the future
of Mathematics in South Africa?
SAMF runs programmes that are highly cost
effective with a lean staff complement of only nine
full-time employees. There are many volunteers
involved (mainly Maths teachers and academic
staff from various universities) in hosting training
programmes for teachers and learners. Some
recent highlights include: <Wim, we can lay out the
statistics below in a separate box for easier reading
if possible>
•

•

86,170 learners participated in the 2020 SA
Maths Olympiad (73% were Black/Asian/
Coloured learners and 54% were female).
Only 22% of females (2019: 21%) progressed
to the second round compared to 28% of
males (2019: 27%). Black learners progressed
to the next round at a rate of 11% (2019: 9%)
compared to an average of 46% (2019: 46%) for
other race groups. We still have a lot of work to
do!
836 disadvantaged learners in the regional
Siyanqoba training camp in 2020

SIGN UP
IN THREE
SIMPLE
STEPS:

•

89,000 learners participated in the SA
Mathematics Challenge (74% were Black/Asian/
Coloured learners and 53% were female with
females now progressing to the second round
at a slightly higher rate than males after many
years of effort to improve results of females)

What can actuaries do to change the future
of Mathematics in South Africa?
Mathematics is foundational to STEM careers and
lays the foundation for learners to employ critical
thinking. This can only be good news for South
Africa’s economy. SAMF is also redressing imbalance
of access to quality mathematics education. We
need your help!
As actuaries, a love for mathematics is in our blood.
Since you are someone who cares about the future
of mathematics, we are encouraging actuaries to
become Mathematics Guardians by simply giving
R100 per month (or more) to increase the scale
and reach of SAMF activities. For many of us this is a
small contribution which pays forward and creates
immense impact. In exchange, you will receive a
monthly update on SAMF activities as well as an
interesting mathematics problem each month
to keep your love of problem solving alive. Your
support to SAMF will qualify for tax relief and you
will receive a section 18A tax certificate.
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CLICK HERE
TO SIGN UP

CHOOSE RECURRING
DONATION OF R100 FOR
99 MONTHS (the maximum
number of payments allowed)

ENTER YOUR
DETAILS

To find out more, feel free to contact any of these actuaries who are supporters of SAMF:
• Soshan Soobramoney (ssoobramoney@uj.ac.za)
• Divya Babu (Divya.Babu@mastercard.com)
• Marjorie Ngwenya (marj.coach@gmail.com)

NABEELAH
KOLIA:

Actuary. Wife. Mum.
Chair of the AWC.
And so much more…
Nabeelah Kolia is passionate
about
empowering
women
and making a difference. She
is currently the Chair of the
Actuarial Women’s Committee
(AWC), a subcommittee of the
Association of South African Black
Actuarial Professionals (ASABA).
She has recently launched the
AWC Leadership Development
Programme aimed at providing
key skills and guidance to nearly/
newly qualified female actuaries.
Nabeelah is a Life actuary with
more than 7 years’ experience
and a Fellow of the Actuarial
Society of South Africa (FASSA).
She is currently a manager at
Deloitte South Africa.
She
has
a
Post-Graduate
Diploma in Actuarial Science
from UCT, she serves on the
Micro-Insurance Committee of
ASSA and is and leads the F202
Mock Exam Committee.
Nabeelah enjoys the consulting
environment
with
the
challenges that it brings, is goal
orientated and always curious
– wanting to explore and learn.
When Nabeelah is not working,
she is spending time with her
family, travelling the world (preCOVID-19 of course) and curling
up with a good book.

South African Actuary: How
did you become aware of the
actuarial profession?
Nabeelah Kolia: When I started

high school in 2004, the top
matriculant in the province for
the previous year had come from
our school. We were all very proud
that the person who came first in
the province, Olga Kerimova, had
come from our school and it was
well-known that she intended on
studying actuarial science at UCT.
That was the first time I heard
about actuaries and the work
that they do.

SAA: What’s been your
proudest moment?
NK: My proudest moment, other

than the birth of my two children,
was when I qualified as an actuary.
It felt like all my studying, from
grade 0 all the way to the end of
my board exams had culminated
in that moment. It was a proud
moment, filled with relief, and an
exhale of a breath I didn’t know I
was holding in.

SAA: What advice would
you give to yourself ten years
ago? (Or what advice would
you give to someone ten
years younger than you who
would like to follow in your
footsteps?)
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NK: Work hard. Everything worth

having requires a little bit of hard
work. And don’t be afraid to fail.
If you are not failing, then you
are not trying.
Stick your hand up. Ask for
opportunities – the worst thing
that can happen is that you are
told no.
Get involved in many different
things – as Frank Reddington
said: “The actuary who is only an
actuary is not an actuary.” Find
your passion, volunteer your time
and pay it forward.
Find a way to make a difference
in at least one person’s life each
day – even if it just by giving
them a smile.
Ask questions. Be curious about
everything. If you do not ask you
will not know, and knowledge is
power.
And lastly, don’t put off for
tomorrow what you can do today.
Procrastination will squander
your dreams.

SAA: What is the one thing
that drives you every morning
to excel?
NK: Knowing that I have the
opportunity to make a difference.
I’ve been blessed with two
wonderful children and I have the
responsibility of raising them and
making a difference in their lives.
I have a role in assisting with
transformation in the actuarial
profession - this is an opportunity
for me to make a difference
and
ensure
that
gender
transformation is at the forefront
of people’s minds.
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Getting out of bed each
morning is an opportunity
for me to go out and make a
difference in the areas I am
currently responsible for...

my passion for empowering
women and making a
difference.

members a sense of “if they
can do it, so can I”.
•

AWC Leadership
Development Programme
(LDP): the AWC LDP is a
one-year programme aimed
at providing key skills and
guidance to nearly/newly
qualified female actuaries.
The group is kept small – this
year we have only 17 ladies
– in order to allow the ladies
to feel comfortable enough
to ask questions and get the
full benefit of the sessions.

•

Masterclasses: The idea
behind the masterclasses
are to address and challenge
the psycho-social factors
affecting women in the
actuarial profession. We
have hosted a series of
masterclasses this year, on
topics such as the Imposter
Syndrome, Mental Health
and Playing Big.

SAA: What are the
objectives of the AWC?
NK: The following objectives

I have a fulfilling job with amazing
people where I can make a
difference to my colleagues’
growth and development and
also assist my clients in finding
solutions.
Getting out of bed each morning
is an opportunity for me to
go out and make a difference
in the areas I am currently
responsible for and also search
for other opportunities to make
a difference.

SAA: Now to your other roles.
What is the AWC?

are central to our mission:
•

To increase the number of
qualified female actuaries in
South Africa.

•

To provide a platform for
the transfer of knowledge
and skills to qualified and
aspiring female actuaries in
South Africa.

•

To improve professionalism
and other workplace skills
of female actuaries in South
Africa

•

To provide a forum for
female actuaries to network.

•

To increase the number of
women undertaking actuarial
research in South Africa and
quality of the researching
skills of female actuaries.

NK:

The Actuarial Women’s
Committee (“AWC”) provides
a meeting place for qualified
and aspiring female actuaries.
Our purpose is to encourage
an increase in the number of
qualified female actuaries as well
as to promote the advancement
of female actuaries in the
workplace.
The AWC currently operates
as a sub-committee of the
Association of South African
Black Actuaries (ASABA) whilst
catering to women of all races
and backgrounds.

SAA: How did you get
involved in the AWC?
NK: I was asked to join the AWC

by my colleague and head of the
AWC at the time, Kerisha Bhoola.
I have her to thank, because in
joining the AWC I discovered

SAA: How does the AWC go
about achieving these?
NK: The AWC is made up of

four subcommittees, namely:
Events, Mentorship, Outreach
and Communications. Each
subcommittee is responsible for
various initiatives that are aimed
at embodying our mission.
Some of our initiatives include:
•

Date with a leader: the
idea behind the ‘Date with
a leader’ initiative is to get
to know the person behind
the title in a relaxed, nonthreatening environment.
Groups are kept small
so people don’t feel
intimidated to speak up.
The aim is to give our

Pre-COVID19 we also hosted preexam high teas, annual breakfasts
and golf days to facilitate
networking opportunities for
female actuaries. You can read
more about our other initiatives
in the AWC newsletters. The
latest one was released at the
end of August.

SAA: How can other
members become involved in
AWC?
NK: If you are interested in

being a member of the AWC
or in sponsoring any of our
initiatives, please email us on
actuarialwomen@asaba.co.za.
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How the West was Won (and
the North, East and South, too):
International Congress of Actuaries,
Cape Town 2010

With the 2022 International Congress of Actuaries
(ICA) not too far around the corner (see ad above),
South African Actuary gives readers a first behind
the scenes look at ICA 2010, which was held in Cape
Town.
After he had returned from the 27th ICA, which was
held in Cancun, Mexico, in March 2002, Actuarial
Society President Joubert Ferreira called a few
people to get their views on a thought with which
he had been toying on the flight back. This resulted
in a proposal to Council that the Society look into the
feasibility of hosting an ICA.
All members of the Society were invited to apply to
serve on what became known as the Bid Committee.
The Committee was chaired by Desmond Smith, with
Jeremy Andrew, Steven Burnstone, Mike Codron,
Lee-Ann du Toit, Wim Els, John Graham, Fagmeedah
Petersen and Colin van der Meulen doing the actual
work.
The discussions were reasonably brief: the Committee
agreed that the Society should offer to host the event,
and that Cape Town was the preferred venue. As Mike
Codron said, “If you host it in Johannesburg, it will be
like any other major city; if you want to give it a South
African flavour, you should host it in Cape Town.”

“If you host it in Johannesburg, it
will be like any other major city;
if you want to give it a South
African flavour, you should host
it in Cape Town.”
Council approval was a mere formality. Desmond
Smith was appointed to chair what would eventually
become the organising committee, should the bid
be successful, with Joubert Ferreira as deputy. The
Bid Committee, with tremendous support from the
Cape Convention Bureau, produced and impressive
bid book. (And if you think “impressive” indicates a
certain bias, the successful bids for the 2018 and
2022 Congresses were in the same format; one of
them even followed the same colour coding system.)
Step back into time quickly: the International
Actuarial Association (IAA) used to be an organising
for individuals. In 1998, it changed into an organising
on for organisations. Before 1998, the host for the
following ICA was determined more or less by
agreement-in-the-corridors.
At the first IAA meetings after Cancun, those in
Barcelona in October 2002, there were three offers to
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host ICA 2010; a new and unexpected development.
Brazil, the US-based organisations and the Actuarial
Society of South Africa all offered to host the event.
There was, however, only one “bid book”.
On behalf of the Actuarial Society of South Africa,
President Joubert Ferreira, with the assistance of
the Chair of the Bid Committee, Desmond Smith,
presented a proposal to host the 29th International
Congress of Actuaries in Cape Town. All Council
delegates were provided with copies of the bid
book. Desmond highlighted the following points:
•

South Africa has the capacity to host a congress
of this nature.

•

The Actuarial Society has close to 1500
members and a permanent Secretariat in Cape
Town.

•

Cape Town is a convention city, with a
conference center scheduled for completion in
March 2003 and which already has bookings
until 2010.

•

Cape Town is highly accessible, with 19
international carriers flying there.

•

Cape Town is a highly affordable venue, with
possibilities for exciting pre- and post-Congress
tours.

•

Safety and security issues were covered on
page 29 of the proposal and Cape Town is
considered one of the safest destinations for an
event of this nature.

On behalf of the US-based organisations, Jim
MacGinnitie presented a proposal to host the 2010
Congress in either Washington or San Francisco in
June 2010. He pointed out that the last Congress to
be held in the United States was in 1957. Copies of
the US proposal were circulated to delegates at the
meeting. The US would propose to model the Congress
much like the 27th ICA by involving the Mexican and
Canadian associations in organizing the event.
Brazil Roberto Westenberger of the Instituto
Brasileiro de Atuária (IBA) suggested that perhaps
2014 and beyond might be more appropriate for
Brazil to be considered to host a Congress. Brazil’s
electronic proposal was received by the Secretariat a
few days prior to the meeting, but was not available
for distribution on site. Roberto announced that he
would recommend to their Board that, whatever
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country is selected for 2010, Brazil appoint an
observer to the organizing committee in order to
prepare for 2014 or beyond. In the meantime, Brazil
would consider submitting an invitation to host a
future meeting of the IAA Council and Committees
or a section colloquium.
During the discussion, there was wide support for
holding the 2010 Congress in South Africa, followed
by a Congress in the United States in 2014. Given
that none of the delegates had the opportunity
to discuss the proposals within their respective
organisations, the following additional comments
were made informally:
•

•

The Casualty Actuarial Society in the US would
be celebrating its 100th anniversary in 2014 and
would most likely be pleased if the Congress
were to be in the US in 2014 to help celebrate
its centenary.
The difference that a congress of this nature
would make to South Africa would be immense.
If the IAA really wanted to make a difference, it
should hold a Congress in South Africa in 2010.

•

In general, Congresses should be held in new
locations, and members would thus support
going to South Africa.

•

Given the ambitions of the IAA, it would be a
good idea to hold a Congress in South Africa in
2010, but the IAA needed to be confident of the
seriousness of the commitments of the member
associations. This would send a strong signal to
that continent that the profession is important
and has an important role to play in that area.
It is important that Congresses be held in
developing parts of the actuarial world.

At the end of the discussion, IAA Secretary-General
Yves Guérard pointed out that there was no clear
path in the Statutes and Regulations for the
selection of a congress site, and suggested that a
recommendation from the Committee on Services
to Individual Members (CSIM) be presented in the
form of a motion on the Council agenda in Sydney.
Delegates supported this course of action and
were encouraged to transmit any comments or
suggestions from their member associations to the
IAA Secretariat or the Chair of the CSIM.
The actual, informal process was much shorter and
much simpler. The Americans approached Joubert

and Desmond and indicated
that they would withdraw their
bid for the 2010 Congress and
support the Actuarial Society’s, if
the Society would support their
bid for the 2014 Congress, which
would coincide with the Casualty
Actuarial Society’s centenary
celebrations.
The next ensuing IAA Council
meeting was held in Sydney
on 17 May 2003. Peter Clark, as
Chair, proposed on behalf of
the Committee on Services to
Individual Members that the
2010 Congress be held in Cape
Town and the 2014 Congress in
the United States. The motion
was agreed to unanimously.
That same morning saw the launch
in Soshanguve of a second branch
of Actuaries on the Move, a joint
venture between the Actuarial
Society and Metropolitan, aimed
at supporting talented township
learners. This was where the first
public announcement of the
Society’s successful bid was made.
But then the work had to
start. Council confirmed the
appointment of Desmond Smith
and Joubert Ferreira as Chair
and Deputy Chair, respectively,
of the Organising Committee.
Wim Els was added as secretary
and these three formed an
executive committee that took
care of early arrangements. This
included meetings with various
external
stakeholders.
After
one such meeting, one of these
stakeholders asked one of them,
“Erm … if I may ask a strange
question: you don’t really dislike
each other as much as your
comments seem to suggest from
time to time?”
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Members of the Society were invited to apply for positions on the
Organising Committee. One of the Committee’s first tasks was to approve
the draft regulations for the Congress. For the first time, the regulations
provided for the hosting rganizing n to retain some of the surplus.
This gave a very welcome boost to the Actuarial Society Development
Trust, which was established to support accredited actuarial science
programmes at universities. The next big decision was to approve a
theme, and the Committee agreed on “United in our Diversity”. Finally, a
professional conference rganizin had to be appointed. African Agenda
got the nod. They were asked to help with the 2007 colloquium of
the IAA Health Section, held in Cape Town, and have been involved in
Actuarial Society events since then.
In the Special IAA Newsletter issued in September 2010, then IAA
President Paul Thornton wrote:

This was the first ICA to be held on the African continent, under
the most appropriate theme, “United in our Diversity”. The
Congress proved to be the most successful ever …

ICA 2010 BY NUMBERS
1568

delegates (a record at the time).

466

accompanying persons.

839

South African delegates
(a record at the time for a Society event).

97

countries represented
(another record at the time).

18

African countries represented
(yup, you guessed it; yet another record …)

98

sessions over a period of five days.

114
16

papers (the rest were presentations,
plenaries and panels).
exhibitors.

48.6%

of respondents rated the Congress as excellent.

47.1%

of respondents rated the Congress as good.

90%

of respondents agreed that the Congress
offered value for money.
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THE ICA 2010
ORGANISING
COMMITTEE, AND
SOME MEMORIES
Desmond Smith, Chair:
We had an excellent and diverse organizing committee;
volunteers who took their responsibilities seriously and
brought a variety of expertise, views and experience to the
table. Even now, office-bearers of the IAA comment on
the success of the event. South Africa hosted the Soccer
World Cup in 2010 as well, but we were determined to
be as successful and not to be overshadowed by that one.

Joubert Ferreira, Deputy Chair:
The rganizing committee worked very well. They did

not give the Chair and Deputy Chair too much trouble.
We had some interesting innovations: moving the gala
dinner to the Wednesday and dividing the programme
into two overlapping three-day events.

Emil Boeke, Logistics:
The relatively long lead-up time allowed us to make
the necessary arrangements and introduce a few more
informal innovations, compared to previous Congresses.

Nikki Franklin, Logistics:
We had to discuss event insurance, something that was
new to me at the time. I guess that will be even more top
of mind for any future events. My greatest memory was
of the opening event at Leeuwenhof with the stunning
scenery.

Mike Codron, Finance:
At our first committee meeting, we agreed that we were
to treat the attendants on the basis we were really happy
to have them attend, as opposed to the Paris attitude
that the organisers were doing the attendants a favour.
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Peter Doyle,
President, Actuarial Society, 2010:
The single longest argument/discussion we had on the
organising committee was whether or not to provide
bottled water; remembering that this was the first “green”
Congress. In many ways, the Congress put the Society on
the global actuarial map and for many years thereafter
when I met people through the IAA, the first thing they
often said was, “I was in Cape Town in 2010”. Just as
frequently people also said to me that it was their best
ICA ever. I was particularly proud of how ASSA stepped
up to hosting the event and pioneering new approaches
to the Congress. Desmond did a great job chairing the
organising committee and getting everybody else to do
the work

Wim Els, Secretary:
At registration, when the stress showed, Marianna Maxwell
(Keith’s wife, Robert’s mother) said to me, “Relax. I’ll pray
for you and everything will run smoothly.”

Karin Muller, Africa Liaison:
It was with great pride that we not only held the first
Congress in South Africa, but in Africa. We engaged with
the different organisations, industry bodies and societies
in Africa to attend, participate in the event and as part of
the scientific programme. This made the event not only
important for South Africa, but for Africa, thereby truly
speaking to the theme of United in our Diversity. I can,
however, only comment on the planning stages since the
event coincided with the birth of my beautiful, now 10year old, daughter.

Fagmeedah Petersen-Cook, Publicity:
The dinner at the Castle was very special. We also secured
some entries for delegates who wanted to participate in
the Cape Argus Cycle Tour.

Marquerithe Schreuder, Social
Programme:

The biggest headache was the financial crisis of 2008/9
which came at the time that we were signing up
sponsors and trying to plan around numbers. Many
firms froze budgets and the fear was that they would
cut back on the usual funding of employee delegates.
The promotional video featuring Archbishop Tutu was a
huge success, and a lot of thought and innovation went

The Gala Dinner on Tuesday 9 March 2020 sold out
with just under 1 600 people dining in various rooms
at the Castle. The delivery and presentation of plated
meals in less than 20 minutes was absolutely incredible,
especially taking into account that all kitchens were
makeshift and diners were spread all over the Castle, on
different levels etc. Table Mountain all lit up, entrance
through the drum players, fire-dancers on the Castle’s
walls and then Dr Victor and the Rasta Rebels with even
our English, USA and European actuaries taking “Rooi

into the social programme for delegates and spouses.

Rok Bokkie” all the way.

Peter de Beyer, Sponsorship:

The Gala Dinner on
Tuesday 9 March 2020 sold
out with just under 1 600
people dining in various
rooms at the Castle.

Peter Temple, Marketing:
The opening reception at Leeuwenhof
fell on the hottest day of the year. My
car temperature read 43 degrees when
I was driving along the Foreshore on
the Sunday afternoon. Europe was
in an exceptionally cold spell at the
time, so the delegates appeared not to
mind. Everything went well with very
few hiccups, and everyone loved the
Congress; the South Africans people
were impressed at the quality, the
people from outside South Africa were
impressed by the whole event.

Peter Withey,
Scientific Programme:
I volunteered to get involved in the
logistics portfolio. This was not to be! I
was allocated the Scientific Committee
portfolio, along with the warning that
while we could wow the IAA with our
organisation and social aspects, the key
to success was the scientific content – no
pressure! 2009/2010 therefore ended up
as the year I did more reading of actuarial
papers than I have ever done – as I needed
to read at least the abstract of every paper
to allocate it to a track as well as look at
the Life Section track and the potential
prize papers. Having said that, I probably
spent the least percentage of my time at
an event absorbing the content than at
any other event because I was running
around confirming that everything was
running smoothly (Kristen from African
Agenda probably got tired of me almost
being her shadow) and dealing with last
minute adjustments, like room changes
for sessions that did not fit venues.
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FOCUS ON
THE 2020

CONVENTION

REGISTER
TODAY
CLICK HERE

The Actuarial Society’s 2020 Convention
will be held virtually from 6 to 8 October.
The provisional programme, along with the
presentation summaries, is available on the
website. Some presenters managed to find the
time to let us have a little more information
on their papers; this will make it easier to
decide which session to attend.
So, in no particular order, other than the one
in which they appear below, here is a peek
at some of the papers to be presented at the
Convention.
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Regulating South
Africa’s Retirement
Funds: The Case for
Clearer Objectives
- Rob Rusconi
The regulators of financial markets
play a critical role in managing the
risks associated with these markets,
risks that are particularly pertinent
in the retirement-funding space. To
operate effectively, however, these
regulators need to operate under
a clear set of objectives, supported
by measurable outcomes and
transparent reporting. The study
described in this paper explores
the extent to which South Africa’s
regulators of retirement funds have
utilised these tools effectively.

Retirement arrangements form a peculiar set of
market participants. Like many other players they
depend on the smooth operation of financial
markets. In some ways, they have a greater stake
than many others. They form a core part of social
protection systems in many countries, for example,
covering a large majority of workers. They invest
assets large enough to make a material difference
to the operation of a national economy. These
arrangements are also fragile, however, subject to
governance arrangements characterised by delicate
principal-agent interactions on behalf of members
who frequently do not have the means to influence
outcomes meaningfully. The case for regulation is
strong.
In order for this regulation to be effective, however, it
should rest on a transparent identification of market
weaknesses and expression of the objectives of the
regulatory process. These objectives, typically based
on high-level statements in the applicable legislation
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(see Figure 1), improve public accountability, provide
the means to track progress and help support
the stated rationale for regulatory intervention.
The objectives ought to be supported by a set of
measurable outcomes. And the regulatory authority
should demonstrate its commitment to this process
by reporting regularly on the extent to which it
has met these outcomes and explaining how its
objectives are to be revised from time to time.

INTERNATIONAL BENCHMARKS
Regulators of retirement-finding markets in a
number of countries have taken steps to establish
and state clear objectives for the oversight of
retirement funds.
The Pensions Regulator (TPR) in the United Kingdom,
for example, works under six statutory objectives.
These have been expanded into four outcomes and
eight indicators of these outcomes.

REGULATING FINANCIAL
MARKETS
Financial markets have their fair
share of critics, but there is no
doubting their importance to the
economies that they serve, from
local communities to the global
village. Increasingly complex and
interconnected, however, financial
markets display intractable fragility
that continues to threaten the
livelihoods not only of those directly
participating in them but many
others as well. The tendency for
market crashes to cause widespread
hardship to households a long
way from those who caused these
crashes represent a key motivation
for effective regulation of these
markets. Perhaps more dangerous,
however, are the imperfections,
skewed incentives, for example, that
deeply distort the interplay of supply
and demand, with sometimes
deeply unjust results.

Plans are reviewed every year, resulting in six corporate priorities and 18 key performance indicators, three
to each priority. The annual report of TPR includes a thorough assessment of progress against the identified
indicators.
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) is not a dedicated pension-market regulator like TPR.
It states two key objectives and four second-tier considerations. Every year, APRA publishes a corporate plan
that extends four years into the future. This plan identifies focal areas for the near future and sets out the
performance measures that it is to use to assess the extent to which it achieves its objectives.
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Should we tax
the anti-vax?

The Retirement Benefits Authority (RBA) of Kenya
describes its key mandate and the responsibilities
falling under this mandate. The RBA articulates its
overarching goal with great clarity, in terms of the
coverage of pension arrangement and the total
asset base of the industry by 2024. The strategic plan
for the five years to 2024 include a set of strategic
objectives. It takes great care to explain how its
goals fit into the larger strategic plan of the Kenyan
government.

The ethical
and practical
considerations of
using vaccination
as a rating factor
in life insurance
underwriting

These markets are by no means perfect, but the
efforts by regulators to bring clarity to the pursuit of
their priorities makes for a clearer understanding of
regulatory purpose and should, ultimately, improve
the effectiveness of market operation.

LOCAL CHALLENGES
Have South Africa’s regulatory authorities that are
responsible for retirement arrangements, currently
the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) and
before that the Financial Services Board, achieved
similar levels of transparency?
The short answer suggested by the research is no.
There are many possible reasons for this, among
them the sheer complexity of overseeing an industry
as large and diverse as South Africa’s retirement
fund market. As complex and significant as South
Africa’s retirement market is, it is underpinned by
a legal framework that puts management of funds
into the hands of relatively few, not necessarily
experts. The skill required of the so-called trustees of
retirement funds in the face of complex and highstakes principal-agency dynamics is enormous. On
top of that, the large majority of the members of the
arrangements overseen by the FSCA are managing
investment risks that they are not well-equipped to
mitigate themselves.
The retirement unit of the FSCA is not helped in its task,
furthermore, by a challenging policy environment.
South Africa’s retirement-fund regulator does not
have a clear social-protection framework within
which to set its priorities. Twenty years or more of
research and debate makes clear the many deep
flaws in South Africa’s model of provision for old
age but hasn’t made any progress in tackling these
issues. That does not assist the regulatory process.

- Pamela Hellig

FSCA needs high-quality
research to support its
regulatory goals.
WAY FORWARD
The FSCA has a complex task ahead of it, not least
as it puts into place a completely new regulatory
framework to oversee market-conduct risks across
the entire financial market. The law gives it adequate
power to do so, however, and it has shown promising
signs of a sound grasp of the issues that it needs to
manage.
It is recommended that it takes care to frame its
regulatory objectives with due regard to the five
goals of retirement-funding systems recognised
by policymakers around the world: efficiency,
sustainability, coverage, adequacy and security.
Notwithstanding the constraints of opaque policy
and the generally poor outcomes that currently
characterise old age provision in this country, the
FSCA has the potential to provide firm direction and
to meet its mandate with confidence.
Finally, the FSCA needs high-quality research to
support its regulatory goals. The members of the
actuarial profession surely have a great deal to
contribute in this regard.
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In the 8 April 1899 edition of the British Medical Journal, an article
entitled “LIFE INSURANCE AND VACCINATION” set out the results
of an inquiry into the practice of life insurance offices regarding
proposals for the insurance of unvaccinated lives.
The authors recognised that:
If vaccination is to be grossly neglected…, sooner or later the price
in the shape of small-pox attacks and small-pox deaths will have
to be paid, and life insurance societies and sick clubs will suffer in
proportion to the want of vaccination and revaccination in their
membership, whilst the vaccinated members will have to pay the
money penalties involved in diminution of funds and bonuses.
In other words, the mortality impact of the public not getting
vaccinated against smallpox would be material enough to affect
insurers’ claims experience and, consequently, future benefit
payments to their members. The 69 respondents to the inquiry
were grouped into eight classes based on their underwriting
treatment of unvaccinated lives, as set out in the table below.

CLASS

UNDERWRITING TREATMENT

I

Proposals from unvaccinated persons not accepted

13

II

Death from smallpox of unvaccinated persons excluded from contract

11

III

Premiums alone or surrender value alone paid on death from smallpox of
unvaccinated persons

IV

Extra premiums charged to unvaccinated persons

V

Years added to the age of unvaccinated persons

8

VI

Proposals from unvaccinated persons discouraged

1

VII

Proposals from unvaccinated persons dealt with on their individual merits

5

VIII

No difference made between vaccinated and unvaccinated persons

7

When one considers that the words “unvaccinated”
and “smallpox” in the table above might be replaced
by “smoking” and “lung cancer” in the 1980s or
“HIV-positive” and “AIDS-related illnesses” in the
1990s, it becomes clear that, in some ways, little has
changed in the field of life insurance underwriting
over the last 120 years.
Unlike other risk factors, however, which, in South
Africa at least, have either become established rating
factors (in the case of smoking), or treated similarly
to other chronic illnesses (in the case of HIV and
AIDS), the use of vaccination history seems to have
disappeared from the underwriting consciousness.

NUMBER OF OFFICES

5
19

How can this be considered appropriate when
more than 1,5 million people are dying globally—
and many more seeking medical treatment—as a
result of vaccine-preventable diseases (VPDs) each
year?
Perhaps it is assumed that the vast majority of the
insured population is vaccinated as a product of
childhood vaccination programmes, and therefore
the proportion at risk of contracting and seeking
treatment for a VPD is negligible. But such an
assumption holds no ground: vaccination coverage
in adults is lower than may be expected, and
this results in substantial human and economic
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costs each year. One possible
explanation for this is the
perception that vaccination after
childhood is unnecessary, and
this, in turn, may be due to the
enduring focus of vaccination
programmes and education
on children (and even with
these programmes in place,
childhood vaccination coverage
is not meeting its targets). This
thinking, however, ignores the
following facts: (1) new vaccines
have been developed since most
people were children; (2) many
childhood vaccinations require
boosters in adulthood; and (3)
the major burden of VPDs lies
with adults, rather than children.
In the US alone, between 50
000 and 70 000 adults die of
VPDs each year, versus 1 000 to
3 000 children—an imbalance
that demonstrates the need for
continuity of vaccination into
mid-life and older age.
In addition to the direct impacts
of the diseases themselves,
VPDs also have various nonspecific effects on morbidity
and mortality.
Influenza in
adults, for example, significantly
increases the risk of cardiac and
cerebrovascular disease in adults
of all ages.
Vaccination is one of the
most
effective
healthcare
interventions in history, and
improved vaccination coverage
can potentially deliver significant
decreases
in
healthcare
utilisation
(in
addition
to
improved quality of adult lives).
At the same time, more detailed
tracking of the burden of disease
and more sophisticated health
economic
analyses
suggest
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that the benefit of vaccination
may in fact be generally underestimated.
Despite this, the
current view of many members
of the public is, however, that
vaccination is unnecessary at
best, and dangerous at worst.
Is it not then incumbent upon
the insurance industry, not
only for financial, but also for
ethical reasons, to encourage
vaccination
by
charging
premiums which adequately
reflect the additional risks posed
by adults who choose not to get
vaccinated? Or to implement
other exclusionary measures
where applicable? The ethical
implications are broader than
just fairness towards vaccinated
policyholders who may currently
be
cross-subsidising
their
unvaccinated
counterparts.
Successful
vaccination
programmes, which are defined
by a high uptake level, protect
the whole population by helping
to achieve herd immunity.
The force behind the established,
prominent and trusted insurance
sector may be strong enough
to effect a real societal change,
shifting attitudes towards adult
vaccination and even bolstering
herd immunity in the long term.
Is it not the industry’s and the
actuarial profession’s ethical
duty to harness this power and
encourage positive behaviour?
Of course, there are practical,
ethical and political factors to
consider before implementing
a new rating factor. Changing
underwriting systems, pricing
models
and
processes
is
an expensive and complex

undertaking.
Vaccination is
not mandatory in South Africa,
and there is an ethical question
as to whether it should be.
The anti-vaccination, or antivax, movement, which gained
traction in the 1990s, shows
evidence of growing — as does
antibiotic
resistance,
which
makes
better
vaccination
education and coverage all the
more urgent. And, with these
set pieces as a backdrop, 2020
ushered in the devastating
Covid-19 pandemic, which, in
itself, has shone a spotlight on the
criticality of effective vaccination
to all facets of society.
My paper is not intended as a
technical work. Its focus is not
on the accurate modelling of
the impact of VPDs on mortality,
morbidity and the insurance
industry. Nor is it an exhaustive
examination of the ethical
considerations of mandatory
vaccination or the use thereof as
a rating factor. It is hoped, rather,
that the ideas presented will
start, or, with reference to the
aforementioned British Medical
Journal article, revive, the
discussion on the link between
vaccination and life insurance—
in South Africa and elsewhere.
It is said that history does not
repeat itself, but it rhymes.
Perhaps, as far as underwriting is
concerned, Covid-19 will be the
smallpox of our times. Smallpox
of our times.
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Boiling the Universal Life Frog
- Paul Truyens & Mike McDougall
It is said that if you place a frog in hot water it will immediately find ways to extricate itself.
However, if you place it in cool water and gradually increase the temperature it will grow
lethargic and remain in the water, without protest, while it is boiled alive. Biologists dispute
the veracity of this statement and the authors’ professional scruples prevent us from testing the
hypothesis experimentally.
That, however, does not prevent us from using it as an apt metaphor for describing
developments in the universal life market over the last 40 years.

UNIVERSAL LIFE BUSINESS
Universal life products were first designed and
developed in the USA where they were initially
written as irregular premium policies for the upper
end of the market. In due course they evolved into
regular premium policies with wider market reach.
Universal life was introduced to South Africa in
around 1984. Up to that time the life assurance
market had been dominated by conventional
endowments, whole life and term assurance
policies. These came as either with- or without
-profit policies. The with profit policies paid bonuses,
generally as a percentage of the sum assured, on an
annual reversionary basis and as a terminal bonus on
maturity or an insurance claim. The bonus structure
was opaque and complicated made more so by
complicated bonus vesting structures. However, the
policies did offer guaranteed premiums for the full
term as well as cover of the contractual sum assured.
In addition to conventional endowments there were
also unit-linked endowments.
Universal life policies follow a more transparent
structure with the premiums, after deductions for
risk and other charges, accumulating in the policy
account. The return on the investment account is
credited to the policy account directly or through
a smooth bonus mechanism. In this it shared the
features of the unit-linked endowments.
Where universal life differed from unit-linked
endowments, was in the way the life cover component
was funded. In the unit linked endowments the life
cover was provided by a pre-determined rundown
decreasing term assurance rider for which a level

premium was deducted from the office premium
before investment in the unit fund account.
In universal life the insurer charges a risk premium
on the difference between the sum assured and
the accumulated value of the policy account. The
difference between the sum assured and the value
of the investment account is known as the sum
at risk. When investment returns exceed the level
assumed in the pricing basis, the policy account
will accumulate more rapidly leading to a reduced
sum at risk. This will result in a virtuous spiral of
a reduced sum at risk leading to a reduced risk
premium – which in turn would result in a higher
than anticipated policy account. The converse is also
true. Lower yields lead to an increased sum at risk
that necessitates higher risk premiums that further
erode the policy account. A sustained period of the
yield underperforming the pricing basis can lead to
the complete erosion of the policy account. Without
action to increase premiums or reduce the life cover,
these policies will become unsustainable.
This “gearing” aspect of the product design was
absent in the unit-linked endowment.
Throughout the 1980’s and into the first half of the
1990’s, inflation was almost continuously in double
digits with nominal investment yields also being
in double digits. However, as South Africa became
more integrated into the global economy, inflation
reduced to single digits and nominal investment
yields followed a similar trajectory. The net effect
was that policies written during a period of high
nominal yields started consistently earning below
the pricing basis.
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South Africa has, for many years, had a competitive
insurance market with a few large organisations
dominating it and competing aggressively with
each other. In addition, through much of this
period, distribution was almost exclusively through
independent brokers and tied agents who were
all remunerated on commission scales that were
calculated based on the term of the policy. There
was a perception that risk cover was a price sensitive
commodity, so the market demanded policies with
low premiums that paid out maximum commission.
The result of this was, firstly, policies designed to give
relatively short term cover for business assurance
purposes as well as those with longer horizons for
estate duty planning and family support were all
marketed as whole life policies paying the maximum
commission term. Secondly, despite the reducing
interest rates, the price of these policies continued
to reduce.
The reduction in price was not due to insurers
assuming more risk but to the shortening of
guarantee periods on the policies. The guarantee
period refers to the period during which the insurer

GUARANTEE
INITIAL PREMIUM

guarantees there will be no increase in the premiums
or reduction in the cover. There would, for example,
be policies marketed as whole life policies and
paying whole life commission sold to thirty-yearold customers, but with guarantee periods as short
as five or seven years. Companies were expected to
review the policies at regular intervals during the
guarantee period (where they could recommend
premium or cover changes) or subsequently (where
changes could be required). Although inflation
and nominal yields have been decreasing since
the early 1990’s and policy documentation often
mentioned 5 yearly reviews, routine reviews have
only commenced during the last ten years in many
companies. Reviews appear to have been rarely done
until risk premiums exceeded the office premium or
the policy value had gone negative.
The introduction of short guarantee periods allowed
policies to be marketed as whole life policies with
the maximum commission payable while being
priced as short-term assurance policies. The table
below shows the relative premium for risk cover at
inception for policies for a 30-year-old.

7 YEARS

15 YEARS

25 YEARS

AGE 65

AGE 85

100

113

131

145

160

These policies were all sold as whole life policies in a
price competitive market. The 7-year guarantee may
have been appropriate for a businessman starting a
new venture or partnership. With short term cashflow
considerations and the likelihood that within seven
years the business would be likely to have grown
substantially or collapsed. Both instances resulting
in the cover purchased no longer meeting his needs.
However, even if the cover met his requirements, the
higher commission payable on a whole life policy
would mean the premium exceeds what would
reasonably be payable for a term assurance policy
that meets the customer’s needs.
Although it is often stated that investment and
risk components should be separated, investment

returns are an important component of long term
level premium policies as investment reserves
need to be accumulated to cover the costs of risk
premiums that exceed office premiums at older
ages.
Policies were priced on one of two bases. The first,
and most common, was on an endowment basis
with the policy account priced to equal the sum at
risk at the end of the policy term. The second and
more aggressive method was the term assurance
method where the policy was priced for the fund to
be sufficient to cover the final risk premium at the
end of the term. In the convention paper we show
graphs for the former way of pricing. In this article
we have focused on the latter approach.

Considering a policy with the 15 year guarantee that
is priced for the investment account to be exhausted
when the customer is aged 100 (a 70 year term
for our 30 year old customer with the premium
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guaranteed for the first 15 years). With no review
leading to a change in premium, the graph below
shows the impact of the investment yield over and
under performing by a consistent 1% respectively.

POLICY FUND BUILD UP

0

10

Sum assured

20

30

Pricing

40

Pricing +1%

50

60

70

Pricing -1%

A consistent outperformance of 1% would eliminate the sum at risk by the end of the 40th
year (age 70). Consistent underperformance by a similar margin would result in the policy
being insolvent by the end of the 31st year.

Had a review of the underperforming policy been
done at the end of the guarantee period, it would
have had a policy account that was positive and
growing but 17% below the level required to sustain
the policy to maturity. At that stage, if performance
continues at 1% below the initial pricing basis, a
premium increase of 20% would be required to
sustain the policy to the full term. However, if the
review were held back until the policy account goes
negative, the premium increase required to sustain
the cover would be over 500%.

This returns us to the boiling frog problem. For many
policyholder’s, guarantee periods have expired but,
until recently, no reviews had been conducted. Over
this time many policy accounts remained positive
but with balances below what was required to
sustain the policy. With the reducing inflation and
nominal yields this situation has continued with few
policyholders aware that each passing year their
policies become less sustainable.
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Returning to the 5 policies listed above, the increases in premiums required to support the policy for a similar
subsequent guarantee period with the policy earning 1% below the initial pricing basis are shown in the table
below.

GUARANTEE

7 YEARS

15 YEARS

25 YEARS

AGE 65

AGE 85

Initial Premium

100

113

131

145

160

End of 1st Guarantee

126

168

131

145

160

End of 2nd Guarantee

196

End of 2nd Guarantee

315

As can be seen, the premiums increase steeply for
the more aggressively priced policies. After 15 years
(2 guarantee periods for the first policy and one for
the second), the premium required to secure the
first policy until the 21st year, exceeds that required
for the more conservatively priced policies for the
balance of their terms.
As companies now start to conduct reviews and
engage with their customers, customers are
needing to consider whether they should increase
their premiums, reduce their cover, or cancel the
policies. Across the industry, the owners of hundreds
of thousands of policies have quietly continued to
pay their premiums unaware that each year their
policies have become less sustainable and the peace
of mind they had purchased for their families and
estates less certain.

PROFESSIONALISM CONSIDERATIONS
Actuaries have been involved directly or indirectly
in all aspects of the universal life business. Across
the industry, actuaries have fulfilled a full range of
activities including the traditional actuarial roles,
executive and non-executive roles in corporations. As
such, there is always a requirement for all actuaries
to conduct themselves professionally.
Throughout the time that universal life business
dominated the life insurance market, the ASSA
Code of Conduct had not been reduced to a concise
single document. However, all actuaries in South
Africa at the time belonged to either the Institute of
Actuaries or the Faculty of Actuaries (two separate
organisations at the time) and were bound by their

professional guidance standards.
Professional conduct requires all members to have
up to date expertise in their areas of practice, to
behave ethically and to be accountable to the
profession for professional oversight.

of the term guarantee. For most customers, the
understanding of the term guarantee has evolved
out of the motor and household appliances markets
where it is understood that the manufacturer will
replace or repair any product that underperforms
during the guarantee period. For universal life
the guarantee period is the period during which
the company will not charge the insured for any
underperformance of the product. The cost of the
underperformance is effectively capitalized for
the customer pay after either of the end of the
guarantee period or the completion of the next
review. Effectively, for material goods the guarantee
is a cost for the manufacturer or distributor while for
universal life it is a deferred cost for the customer.

The ethical and public interest obligations require
actuaries to consider the implications of their
recommendations on all parties likely to be materially
affected and to ensure that all communication is
appropriate taking into account the knowledge and
understanding of all potential users.

Although much of the policy documentation referred
to five yearly policy reviews after the guarantee
period (and some to reviews during the guarantee
period), in practice few reviews took place during the
first twenty to thirty years after the introduction of
universal life. The absence of such reviews provided
both a false sense of security to customers that
their policies were sound and prevented them from
taking action to preserve their life cover and peace
of mind.

For universal life, the following key areas need to be
considered:

Viewing the three areas of potential professionalism
concern through six key lenses:

• The transfer of risk from insurers to customers.

1. Communication with customers focused on
the benefits on superior performance and
not the consequences of underperformance.
With universal life emerging during a time of
sustained high nominal yields, a sustained period
of underperformance was not anticipated and
scenarios would not have been tested to show
the impact. However, this mitigation would not
have been as applicable as nominal yields fell
during the 1990’s.

• Any gap between the product customers were sold
and what they thought they were buying.
• Keeping customers informed of the health and
sustainability of their policies.
The introduction of universal life policies allowed for
more transparent attribution of investment returns
to customers than the prior reversionary bonus
structures had allowed. However, unlike conventional
products, the initial premium and sum assured
were not guaranteed for the full term of the policy.
At the inception of universal life in South Africa, this
was not seen as a significant issue as there was a
sustained period of high nominal investment yields.
When purchasing life insurance, customers would be
offered a range of policies that would all be labeled
as whole life policies. The product descriptions
would have mentioned different guarantee periods
but without a clear understanding of the meaning

2. No clear explanation of the transfer of risk from
the insurer to the insured. As customers purchase
life cover for the purpose of mitigating their risk, this
can arguably be regarded as a professional lapse.
3. The term guarantee in the context of life insurance
is misleading and likely to cause confusion for
customers. It is unclear how explicitly this was
explained to customers. Although the marketing
descriptions are not strictly an actuarial function,
a review of customer communication was a
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requirement for the appointed actuary under
the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of
Actuaries Guidance Note 1 and clear and explicit
communication of the impact of actuarial work
for different stakeholders is required under the
Code of Conduct.
4. The drive towards shorter guarantee periods
with more aggressive prices focused only on
the immediate costs and not the potential longterm impact. As investment yields declined,
premiums for level premium policies could
have been expected to increase. However, by
declining they cemented the perception that
life cover costs were reducing. Communication
to customers did not focus on potential future
premium increases.
5. More aggressively priced policies with short
guarantee periods were labeled as whole life
policies in order to maximise commission paid
to intermediaries without regard for the impact
on customers. It can be argued that this is at the
core of the potential professionalism challenges
emerging from universal life business. By actively
colluding in the unrealistic labeling of policies,
actuaries were active participants in a market
where customers were either overcharged for
what they purchased or paid an unsustainably low
price for products that they needed. However, as
the market for life insurance was very competitive
with access to customers being controlled by
intermediaries (primarily independent brokers),
it is unlikely that any company or individual
actuary could have changed this practice
without significant adverse market consequence.
However, there could be a case for the profession
to be held accountable for not working with
industry and regulatory structures to change this.
6. Statutory actuaries were either insufficiently
aware of the severity of the potential impact of
low yields on policyholders or took insufficient
steps to raise awareness. Extensive analysis
is done to show the impact of actions on
shareholders and company capital requirements
with little appearing to have been done to assess
the impact on customers. Mitigating actions for
capital requirements could often be to transfer
the impact onto policyholders in the form of
contractually permissible reduced benefits
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or increased charges. This
falls short of the need to
communicate the impacts on
all affected by the work done
by actuaries.
Issues of potential unprofessional
or unacceptable conduct are
rarely unambiguous and can
often be viewed differently
through the harsh and clear
light of hindsight to what they
appeared at the time. The
reasonable lens for assessing the
conduct of members is whether
it was appropriate in the context
of the time when the decisions
were made and advice given
and how advice has changed to
reflect emerging events.
There is also the equally
important lens of learning
from past decisions that do not
in retrospect appear to have
conformed to the standards
expected of the profession.
There is a continual risk that
the profession slips into a level
of group think that normalizes
advice and actions that do not
look sound to the reasonable
person when viewed through
the harsh light of hindsight.
For universal life, action is now
being taken to belatedly make
the frog aware of his predicament
and give him options to extricate
himself from the cauldron.
However, as a profession, we
need to be constantly alert to
the possibility that in some of our
areas of practice, we too are like
the frog obliviously sleepwalking
to a loss of trust and confidence in
the profession and the industries
we serve.
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Modelling Covid-19 in South
Africa at a Provincial Level

date already. The author has made
a regularly updated live version of
this available paper online.

Modelling Epidemics:
HIV/AIDS and COVID-19

- Louis Rossouw

The author needed to produce this
paper daily as new deaths were
released. Since switching to excess
deaths, the model and paper still
needs to be updated on a weekly
basis. To this end the author also
used some nifty techniques to
automate the process:

- Peter Doyle

This paper documents a model of the COVID-19 epidemic in
South Africa. Mobility data is used to model the reproduction
number of the COVID-19 epidemic over time using a Bayesian
hierarchical model. This is achieved by adapting the work in by
Imperial College London researchers for South Africa. In this case
the model is calibrated to excess deaths and not case counts or
reported COVID-19 deaths. The model uses mobility movement
indexes by province produced by Google. Furthermore, the
model includes a fixed effect for interventions introduced at the
start of level 4 lockdown. The model and report are automatically
generated on a regular basis using R.

•

Automated data download from
various sources.

•

Analysis done via push of a few
buttons in R.

•

The paper itself is written in R
Markdown, essentially a mixture
between code and text which
allows the tables, and graphs in
the paper to be automatically
updated.

The approach in this paper is somewhat unique:
•

It ignores the case data given the uncertainty of biases in
these data over time and by province.

•

The model does provincial projections.

•

Early version of this model was fitted to reported deaths, but
since the release of detailed weekly provincial excess deaths
the model was calibrated to a percentage of this figure
instead. If not the first in South Africa, it’s one of the earliest
models to do so. The switch was made as the reported
deaths were underreported, and late reported compared to
the likely true COVID-19 deaths. Excess deaths improved
the model.

•

•

•

It allows for uncertainty in most parameters using a
Bayesian Hierarchical model. This allows the model to
fit to the data in each province but also to ensures the
assumptions are kept consistent between provinces.
It tries to explain via the variables mention how mobility
and the compulsory mask wearing and other measures
introduced at the start of level 4 lockdown impacted the
epidemic.
The above explains some of the variance, but, as with all
things COVID-19, it is quite difficult to explain everything.
To improve the fit to past data the author included a
weekly autoregressive term. This term intends to capture
slow moving unmodelled effects, such as population
behavior change. It is likely though that it’s capturing other
unexplained effects.

Another key problem for this paper is the fact that the COVID-19
epidemic is rapidly evolving and given the time between
submission and the convention the paper is likely to be out of

•

Even the website hosting the
online version is automatically
updated.

In the end, given all the, fancy
techniques this pandemic has
proven very difficult to predict. The
unexplained effects are rather large
and given changes in them it’s
very difficult to say what the future
holds. The author does believe that
George Box still has the final word
on models:

“All models are wrong
but some are useful”
The author believes that the model
he built is certainly wrong in many
places, but it’s useful. Unfortunately,
it’s often more useful to understand
what has happened as opposed
to what will happen, but given it’s
dynamic nature and the fact that
it’s regularly updated, does it make
it quick to respond to changing
circumstances.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the paper is to describe a systemic approach
to developing models, particularly for epidemics. The
author reflects on his pioneering work modelling the HIV/
AIDS pandemic in Southern Africa. The paper has been
written, however, in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The paper therefore also discusses and compares these
two pandemics and some of the challenges to modelling
epidemics in real time. Some insights are also provided
on modelling based on the disciplines of actuarial science,
data analytics and systemic thinking.

South African Actuary briefly touched on parts of the paper
in the previous edition. So Peter, having finally reached
retirement age, exercised his prerogative as senior citizen
and suggested we produce this summary ourselves. (Here,
then, is a nice challenge for you: read the summary, attend
the session and spot the differences!)
Using the title of Frank Redington’s A Ramble Through
the Actuarial Countryside as reference point, the author
“rambles” through the countryside of epidemic modelling
and provides various insights into actuarial modelling, data
analytics and systemic thinking. He also makes a number
of observations on the already apparent similarities and the
equally profound differences between the modelling of HIV/
AIDS and that of Covid-19.
Each of 16 sections of the paper starts with an insight, e.g.
“The context always matters” or “Go deep into the science,
even if, and especially if, it is in another field to your own”.
These insights serve to anchor the content of each section.
For example:

KEY MODEL DECISIONS
Insight: Plan the model design systemically, before plunging
into the mathematics.
This section provides a short technical description of
the mechanics of the model and some of the key design
decisions, as follows:
1. Probably the key decision was to build an HIV infection
model first and derive AIDS cases from those infections;
this was not common practice at the time.
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2. HIV prevalence data became the author’s main
source of information, whereas there were
significant problems with reporting of AIDS
cases. Only much later did better AIDS case
reporting start to reflect the model results.
3. The core of the model was a basic population
model using standard demographic factors
such fertility, aging, mortality and other
demographics.
4. HIV infection was modelled using four different
groups at risk to HIV infection with different
levels of susceptibility to infection, derived
from known data, especially other sexually
transmitted diseases. The author and his
collaborators also developed an algorithm for
how these risk groups interacted, which proved
very useful and became a key determinant in
projecting susceptibility throughout the whole
population.
5. Provincial and other sub-populations then
could be aggregated to total populations. This
feature was also used to examine urban, periurban and rural differences.
6. Imported (seeded) HIV infections. This was a
major unknown factor and the team vacillated
over this for a long time, until they realised that
the actual numbers did not really matter once
local community spreading become dominant.
All the imported infections did was give the
starting point to epidemic spread and they had
enough data to estimate when that was.
7. Deterministic assumptions were used
throughout. This meant that they designed the
model with parameters that could be verified
in the field. Initially, while little was really
known, as the epidemic and data progressed
they could better validate and fine-tune our
assumptions.
8. Given its deterministic nature, the focus then
became fitting results to the observed data and
more of a curve-fitting exercise. Also, because
of the risk groups they had chosen, they could
apply almost any set of HIV prevalence data to
improve the model fit.
9. Most of the initial data they used came from
urban areas of other English-speaking subSaharan countries. Using primarily antenatal
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prevalence data, the author estimated the time
in years that other countries were ahead of the
HIV infection curve compared to South Africa.
They could then apply a time-lapse to the data,
so that again any new data sets they obtained
from these countries could be used to improve
the model calibration. Some cities in Africa
seemed to be up to seven years ahead of South
African cities.
10. Every projection came with a set of scenarios,
based on what would be known today as nonpharmaceutical interventions.
11. In the initial scenarios they never anticipated
the emergence of treatment and anti-retroviral
therapy, which proved accurate until about 2004
12. Finally, the method of working was to establish
a possible range for each assumption based on
research and then to calibrate the model and
assumptions to most closely match their very
limited data set.
Other insights include “The key decision in
modelling a complex system is at which level of
the system to anchor your model” and “Seek first
to understand the reality behind the data before
developing a model that can be useful”.
The author anchors section 15 of the paper with
the insight “Thinking systemically can reveal much
more than numbers can; but numbers can illustrate
the systemic thinking”. Stating that actuaries are at
heart systemic thinkers, he mentions that it was only
later in his actuarial career that he discovered the
formal discipline of systems thinking. It appealed to
him as it synthesized a number of lines of thought
and also helped to integrate many of the subjects
he had studied. The author has come to think
that actuaries adopt a systems thinking approach
intuitively in much of their work and supports this
by describing the concept of the Own Risk and
Solvency Assessment (ORSA) that actuaries apply
in insurance companies today as simply a systemic
view of the business and its capital requirements
now and in the many possible futures.
Similarly, many actuarial models first start with a
systemic understanding of the problem, before it
gets reduced to some set of formulae. Unfortunately,
real understanding can be lost in that translation to

mathematics. A systems thinker, on
the other hand, seeks not to reduce
the problems to numbers, but to
expand thinking about problems to
gain understanding. The result could
be scenarios and options, supported
by the mathematics.
The author views epidemics as
systemic problems and argues
they should be first thought about
systemically before being modelled
mathematically. “If I think back to our
modelling of HIV/AIDS, I sometimes
wonder what modern toolset would
have been more helpful at the
time: A bigger, faster computer or
a whiteboard and erasable pens? I
would pick the whiteboard every
time.”
The author then shares a few
systemic thoughts about HIV/AIDS
and COVID-19 before turning to
modelling COVID-19, anchored by the
insight “Covid-19 is a novel virus that
requires novel scientific approaches”.
Referring to the Actuarial Society’s
Code of Conduct, the author discusses
the unique contribution actuaries
can make in the public interest. The
training of actuaries equips them
“almost uniquely to deal with complex
issues; and many, if not most, public
interest issues are complex issues. We
are also trained to work across multidisciplinary groups; and most public
interest issues span many disciplines.”
He concludes this section by saying –
Finally, it is clear to me that, just
because a matter is complex, doing
nothing and or saying nothing
about it is not an option. Covid-19
is the classic “wicked problem” and
actuaries have a contribution to make
in managing its outcomes.
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The Contribution of South
Africa’s insurers to Systemic
Risk: Thoughts for Policymakers
- Rob Rusconi
South Africa’s financial-market regulators continue to push
through changes across a wide front. A new authority has
been established to address concerns associated with
market conduct. Not content with this, a system of riskbased solvency assessment based on the European standard,
Solvency II, has been put in place to enhance the approach to
the prudential regulation of insurers. Surely, with respect to
prudential regulation at least, consolidation and fine-tuning
is sufficient now, on the basis of a broadly sound system?
That depends on what is meant by fine-tuning. The ultimate
responsibility of the regulator is to identify the potential
sources of market failure and take steps to mitigate these
possibilities. This paper argues that at least one significant
gap needs to be addressed, systemic risk. The paper argues,
first, that the Solvency II approach, upon which the South
African systems is based, is inadequately focused on systemic
risk and, second, that it actually accentuates the problem.

THE REGULATORY RESPONSIBILITY
It is difficult to overstate the importance of financial markets
for the economies that they serve. These markets are
intricate, however, forming a global web that is, in the words
of Andrew Haldane, both “robust and fragile”, “progressively
more adaptive and less diverse”.
The intermediaries that form these critical markets, banks,
insurers and many others, are also a source of substantial
peril to the participants in these economies. Contrary to
the assumptions underpinning the models of economics
that actuaries grew up on, these markets are deeply
flawed. Imperfections such as information inequity, marketpower imbalances and principal-agency conflict beset the
operations of these markets. The failure most relevant to
this paper, however, is the presence of externalities, those
crashes whose impacts may be felt well beyond the limits of
the market in which they originated.
In recent thinking, the rationale for regulatory intervention
in the operation of any market is to mitigate the impacts of
failures in order to encourage results that are economically
and socially acceptable. Health warnings on cigarette
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packs, for example, are designed to counteract
the marketing by tobacco companies. Taxes on
alcohol help to mitigate the negative economic
and social impacts of the product. In the financial
sector, objectives-based regulation is founded on an
understanding of the potential failures characterising
these markets and on the actions that might most
effectively mitigate the impacts of these failures.
Minimum disclosure requirements, for example, aim
to improve the effectiveness with which customers
select the product best suited to their needs.
At the heart of the systemic risk that may lead to
externalities is the problem that financial-sector
organisations lack the economic incentive to mitigate
this risk themselves. Why? Because they typically
bear only a fraction of the cost of the impact of such
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risk. Since society bears the lion’s share of the cost
in the event of a market collapse, the regulator has
an ethical responsibility to mitigate the risk through
its actions on the financial-sector entities under its
oversight.

INSURER CONTRIBUTION TO
SYSTEMIC RISK
In general, insurers do not contribute to the risk of
externalities to the same extent as other financial
entities, particularly banks. Insurers typically manage
their risks transparently, reporting them on their
balance sheets. Insurers also normally share risks
through the hierarchical structure of reinsurance
markets, not with peers as banks do.

EXISTING APPROACHES
Europe’s Solvency II framework, well over a decade
in the making, is not necessarily regarded by
commentators as the best approach to prudential
oversight of insurers, but it is certainly considered a
significant improvement on its predecessors and on
a number of alternatives.
Still, it is not perfect. In two key respects, it does
not address systemic risk. The use of value-at-risk
as the key measure of solvency of insurers has been
roundly criticised because it ignores tail risk. More
significant than this, however, is that the focus on
idiosyncratic insurer risk may increase systemic risk.
It is generally understood that, in the world of risk
management, the overall risk is not equal to the
sum of the respective contributions of each of the
parts. Belying the sophistication of Solvency II and
its equivalents, of which South Africa’s system is one,
these approaches encourage herding behaviour and
an increased concentration of risk.
Alternatives to value-at-risk are available and have
been extensively studied. One of them, ∆CoVaR,
explicitly considers the change in systemic risk
conditional on an entity in distress compared with
the systemic risk with the same entity in its median
state. Doesn’t it produce similar results? On the
contrary. Figure 1, drawn from the work of Adrian &
Brunnermeier (2016) , suggests at best neutrality, at
worst a negative correlation between the respective
measures.

OPTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT
Source: Adrian & Brunnermeier (2016: 1722). Note: scatter-plots show timeseries averages of the portfolio risk in isolation (VaR) and the contribution to
systemic risk (∆CoVaR), in units of quarterly percent of total market equity
loss rates at the 95th significance level

But the insurance contribution to systemic risk is not immaterial, as evidenced by the woes of the American
International Group (AIG) in the financial upheaval of 2008-09. Under what circumstances are insurers more
likely to contribute to systemic risk? A number may be identified. Insurers that are exposed to the behaviour
of their individual or corporate customers in response to the economic cycle also contribute to systemic risk.
Insurers that engage in activities falling outside of the traditional or core insurance function also contribute
to the risk of externalities, as do those forming part of large and complex groups or those that depend on
bancassurance models to distribute their products. Perhaps the key problem for the regulator is that those
activities that reduce the idiosyncratic risks of insurers, forming large groups, for example, tend to contribute
to the development of systemic risk.

The European regulatory authority has signalled its
acknowledgement that Solvency II inadequately
addresses systemic risk and has indicated a number
of options for addressing it. What might South
Africa’s Prudential Authority consider in this regard?
The country’s insurance market is large and soundly
established with a long history of prudent oversight
by the insurers themselves and by a succession
of regulators. A number of warning signs of the
potential for systemic risk should not be ignored,
however, among them high levels of concentration
and interconnectedness with other financial-sector
entities, particularly the banks. Notwithstanding
commendation for its improving regulatory
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framework (IMF, 2015a and 2015b), the International
Monetary Fund has recommended closer attention
to liquidity risk (IMF, 2015c) and systemic risk (IMF,
2014).
The Prudential Authority should give careful attention
to the potential for the propagation of systemic
risk from among insurers and for the possibility of
utilising one or more of the technical tools available
for detecting such risk. The actions of market
players should be considered for their potential to
contribute to externalities, not just their respective
financial positions. Improved levels of transparency
may assist as well, not only concerning the solvency
levels of insurers, but also regarding their conduct
and the extent to which they strive to align their
interests with those of their customers.
Ultimately, insurers should be held to account not only
for the success with which they maintain sufficient
capital to meet their own requirements, but for the
extent to which they contribute to the stability of the
ecosystem of which they form a part.
i Andrew Haldane, Bank of England Director of 		
Financial Stability, speech delivered at the Financial
Student Association, Amsterdam, April 2009, page 3
ii Adrian, T & MK Brunnermeier (2016), ‘CoVaR’, 		
American Economic Review, Vol. 106, No. 7, 1705-1741
iii IMF (2014), ‘South African Financial System Stability
Assessment’, Country Report No. 14/340, December
______ (2015a), ‘South Africa Financial Sector 		
Assessment Program: Detailed Assessment of 		
Compliance on the Basel Core Principles for Effective
Banking Supervision’, Country Report No. 15/55, 		
March
______ (2015b), ‘South Africa Financial Sector 		
Assessment Program: Detailed Assessment of 		
Observance on the Insurance Core Principles’, 		
Country Report No. 15/56, March
______ (2015c), ‘South Africa Financial Sector 		
Assessment Program: Stress Testing the Financial 		
System–Technical Note’, Country Report No. 15/54,
March
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Chief
Executive
Officers

What attracted you to it?
I certainly liked the fact that it paid well!
Initially the attraction was mostly the
fact that it was Maths based. But over
time I realised the skills it brings in
understanding risks and the returns
or upside that is possible when one
understands the risks – in any situation –
is powerful.

We asked a few actuaries who are
chief executive officers to respond
to some questions. We wish to

Actuarial is such a unique
education and profession and
so diverse that it brings you
a very good basis for any
encounter...

Do you use your actuarial training in your
job?
I very rarely use any of the technical training on a
day to day basis.

We are not wasting your time with
an elaborate introduction here.

DAWIE DE VILLIERS

thank them for having done so
and now leave you to enjoy their
contributions.
How did you became aware of the
actuarial profession?
My journey was a little bit the wrong way around.
- I grew up knowing my parents would not be
able to afford university and that I would need to
get a bursary. The only company we really knew
was Sanlam – my parents had all their policies
with Sanlam – and hence I applied for a bursary
with them. The only options were Actuarial and
Accounting. I did not know what Actuarial was,
but I knew I liked Maths and not Accounting,
and the rest is history as they say. To be honest
the more I read up on the profession, the more
excited I became and by the time I had my
interview, I was convinced that I wanted to be
an Actuary.
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But more importantly, I use the actuarial concepts
every day. In fact, as I moved from technical
actuarial jobs to more management roles over my
career, I found that I had to fall back on the basic
principles that we were taught more and more. It
helps with making sound decisions, taking all the
data into account and properly assessing all the
risks.
Actuarial is such a unique education and profession
and so diverse that it brings you a very good basis
for any encounter that you might face in your work
journey. I find that people respect your opinion
more in the workplace, because you can base it
on sound reasoning and principles. That is very
valuable.
As a side note, I struggle to help my 2nd year
actuarial student daughter with the technical
aspects of her studies – in fact she does not even
ask me anymore – but she is often amazed at how
easy I can explain and position the concepts to
her. That is the power of actuarial.

What do you regard as the major short to
medium term challenges for the profession
in South Africa?
The biggest challenge facing the profession in
SA is that actuaries are not willing to reinvent
themselves and adjust to the rapidly changing

environment. It sounds like a cliché in these
times, but it is so easy and common, specifically
for actuaries who are very well trained, to get set
in their ways and not adjust with the changing
needs of customers, employers and society.
But I must say that the opposite applies to the
journey to becoming an actuary. It is a big threat
that we move towards popularist training, only
focussing on new age issues in the education
journey. That would take away the hard work
needed to really learning the basic principles and
concepts of actuarial – the essence of what it is
about.

What do you regard as the major
opportunities for the profession in South
Africa?
South Africa is in a very precarious position, from a
social, economical and political perspective. I was
amazed to see the need for the value that actuaries
added through the pandemic in a number of
areas. The general knowledge, understanding and
practical application that actuaries brought to the
table was really assuring. The opportunity for the
profession in South Africa is to do more of that.
The establishment of appropriate, reliable data
sources, the analysis of that data and putting it
into improving the wellbeing of South Africans is
a dire need and massive opportunity to leave a
legacy.
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CRAIG FALCONER
and it was relatively closer than UCT. I
was based in Durban and there were
only two options WITS or UCT.

What attracted you to it?
I was attracted to it because it
seemed to be well regarded, was
internationally recognised (through
the UK in those days), was challenging
and paid well. I also met the relevant
entrance criteria and I enjoyed maths
and solving problems.

Do you use your
training in your job?

actuarial

I use the actuarial training extensively.
QED does valuations for insurers and
pension schemes. I did my fellowship
in the Life area and definitely use the
skills and training a lot – as do most of
my colleagues here. The training has
obviously also been supplemented
by on the job training and experience
over the years. However the training
and exams provide the foundation.
Guidance
notes
also
provide
assistance.

How did you become aware of the actuarial
profession?

😄

I matriculated in 1986 (giving away my age ). In
those days the profession was not very well known
and I had not even heard of it until my step-dad
suggested I try it because I was good at maths
and had a decent matric result. He worked in the
insurance industry and convinced me mainly
because he said it was highly respected (although
little known), challenging and paid well. I also did
a career counselling exam and that confirmed this
was one of the careers I should consider. From then
I did some research and enrolled at WITS because
some of my friends and family were attending there

What do you regard as the major short to
medium term challenges for the profession
in South Africa?
Keep up the standards so we remain internationally
sought after and recognised as one of the better
actuarial associations out there.
Perhaps consider an employer accreditation such
as they have in the UK whereby actuarial firms have
to have minimum processes and documentation in
place and get accreditation from ASSA. This may
increase our credibility and international standing.
Ensure students are well equipped and trained – not
just theory – also think about practical skills, IT, word/

excel, actuarial software training, etcto make them more marketable (and
useful!). For example, if students had
done six months in Basys or Prophet
coding they would be more sought
after and able to hit the ground
running when starting work.
Ensure our membership profile
increasingly reflects the country’s
demographics in terms of race and
gender.

I would have liked to see
actuaries being more
outspoken in support of or
against public issues - such as
the claim repudiation matter

early in the year.

Ensure we keep up to date with the
constantly changing environment – legislation,
accounting standards, policyholder protection,
etc. and support our members with the necessary
guidance where needed i.e. study material and
guidance notes, topical CPD opportunities.

What do you regard as the major
opportunities for the profession in South
Africa?
The profession is much better known and visible than
when I started studying. People are more likely to
know what an actuary is – however, it is still surprisingly
not that well known. Perhaps there is an opportunity
to promote awareness more amongst the general
population so that actuaries are considered for more
non-traditional roles.
I think actuaries are generally cautious and don’t take
risks (probably understandable given our training).
We normally don’t rock the boat too much or have
controversial views. Perhaps part of the reason is that
most the grey and potentially controversial areas are
very complex. However, I would have liked to see
actuaries being more outspoken in support of or
against public issues - such as the claim repudiation
matter early in the year. The death claim was initially
repudiated due to non-disclosure of a pre-existing
condition (which many felt was not enforceable given
the claim was not health related) – and this claim was

subsequently paid. Or where statistics and technical
issues published by various bodies/media are not
clear. Material in the media can be misleading or
not balanced with caveats and actuaries are often
well placed to better explain – but perhaps don’t do
this enough.
Social media, machine learning, big data and
analytics - all these ‘buzz words’ present opportunities
to relook at how we approach problems and perhaps
improve the accuracy or efficiency of our processes
and calculations. This will also potentially open up
new areas that actuaries can add value.
There are areas where actuaries do not get involved
enough. For example, system implementation and
testing of new insurance products or checking
data controls and actuarial control environments.
Often these areas are left to internal audit or the IT
department. I think actuaries can do this and it is
an opportunity to work with other professionals too.
Given the weak rand, actuaries in South Africa should
be able to offer the same services internationally at
a cheaper rate. However, we need to also compete
better with other lower cost countries.
The legislative/accounting changes sweeping across
Africa may present opportunities for South African
actuaries to assist in these countries.
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of it; and the deep belief that the things
actuaries do – because of the institutional
nature of their work – have the power to affect
society. And finally, I was attracted to the fact
that if you managed to qualify, you would be
able to get job anywhere in the world – the
profession is always in demand.

of actuarial clerk where we did lots of calculations
that are now done by computers for the most part.
While working at Sanlam I completed my actuarial
studies.

What attracted you to it?
Once I enrolled for the actuarial studies, the first few
subjects really triggered my interest even more and
proved to me that it is actually a career that suited
most, if not all, of my interests. I felt that it was a good
career choice with many opportunities to learn new
skills and experience new challenges all the time.

Do you use your actuarial training in
your job?
Even though I don’t do technical actuarial
work anymore and haven’t for decades, my
entire thought process, the disciplines of my
thinking, my insights, are from my actuarial
training – I really am indebted to the profession.
What I’ve achieved is very much a function of
my training and I see actuarial training as a
gift – it gives one incredible insight into many
issues in a very deep way.

What do you regard as the major short
to medium term challenges for the
profession in South Africa?

ADRIAN GORE
How did you become aware of the actuarial
profession?
I became aware of the profession at school, and
from my parents, who framed it as a discipline
that was suited to people who had an affinity for
mathematics, and wanted to use it in a business
context. There was also the narrative that while it
was a uniquely difficult degree, if achieved, it would
set one up for a powerful profession and the ability
to impact society.

What attracted you to it?
At the time, I didn’t really understand in detail what
an actuary does, but the wide reach and bigger
perspective that the field seemed to offer appealed
to me. It provided a way to apply maths within an
institutional context and so ultimately contribute to
wider social change. I was attracted to the challenge

A major challenge for the actuarial profession
is to stay relevant and respected in providing insight
and direction in an uncertain financial world.
COVID-19 has emphasised the need for actuaries
to contribute to wider debates and provide insight
into a range of possible outcomes. Actuaries will
also have to update their skillset to embrace new
technologies, for example the expansion of artificial
intelligence.

What do you regard as the major
opportunities for the profession in South
Africa?
A complex environment provides opportunities
to take a leadership position and demonstrate
the value that actuaries can add in planning for
an uncertain future. South Africa is faced with
significant economic challenges and actuaries have
the insight to inform the debate towards outcomes
that benefit the country and society. The actuarial
profession is expanding into non-traditional fields
which provide a platform for actuaries to contribute
to even more areas. Discovery has already used
actuaries in many no-traditional fields for example
data science, behavioural economics, artificial
intelligence and banking.
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Do you use your actuarial training in your
job?

LIZÉ LAMBRECHTS

How did you become aware of the actuarial
profession?
I always say that I am an ‘accidental actuary’. I studied
Applied Mathematics and Computer Science at
Stellenbosch University in the 1980’s and didn’t
know about the actuarial profession. I was on a
bursary from Goldfields, and when I completed my
studies, I wasn’t that keen on a career in the mining
industry and started looking for work in Cape Town.
I was fortunate that Sanlam offered me a position
and the company was even prepared to take over my
bursary from Goldfields. Sanlam offered positions in
various departments and I settled on the actuarial
department as it looked more interesting. Most
people around me were busy with actuarial studies
which made it an easy decision for me to also pursue
an actuarial qualification. My first position was that

In my job as CEO I don’t apply my actuarial training
directly, as the technical work is done by other people
in the business. Because of my background I can at
least pretend that I understand what the actuaries
are talking about most of the time! Seriously though,
actuarial principles are widely used in insurance
companies and my actuarial background is definitely
helpful.

What do you regard as the major short to
medium term challenges for the profession
in South Africa?
Ensuring that we remain relevant as an industry in
a fast-changing world is definitely critical. I believe
that we are too insular as a profession and our skills
can be utilised in a wide range of industries, but
we restrict ourselves. Transformation is also very
important and something we need to address – we
need more black actuaries and it is imperative that
we drive initiatives to ensure we focus strongly on
these initiatives.

What do you regard as the major
opportunities for the profession in South
Africa?
Our skill set is ideally suited for roles in data science,
and many businesses are requiring more technical
and analytical skills for which actuaries are well
suited.
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My actuarial training
also equipped me to
think analytically,
and to understand
probabilities.

relevant in my roles. The more technical aspects
are critical grounding given that much of our
business is grounded in “actuarial engineering” and
they have equipped me to be in a position to ask
the necessary questions and challenge proposals
to improve the solutions put forward.

content – so I changed courses. He had a
bursary to study to become an actuary,
and I learned about the profession from
him.

What attracted you to it?
I liked the idea of combining
mathematics (science) and business
(commerce).

HILLIE MEYER

How did you become aware of the actuarial
profession?
When I was about 10 years old, my parents
commissioned an architect to design a new house. I
was mesmerised when he presented the family with
sketches and perspectives of his design, and set my
mind on becoming an architect. Halfway through
my first year as an architecture student seven years
later, I came to the conclusion that I am better at
maths than at art. A fellow student in my res was
studying B. Com (Econometrics), which happened
to be the course with the highest mathematical

IAIN WILLIAMSON

Do you use your actuarial training
in your job?
Being an actuary is certainly an advantage in
grasping the financial dynamics of an insurance
group. My actuarial training also equipped me to
think analytically, and to understand probabilities.
Even though I don’t do any “actuarial work”, my
actuarial training is used all the time.

What do you regard as the major short to
medium term challenges for the profession
in South Africa?
The profession is currently relevant to a wide
range of disciplines. It will be a challenge to stay
relevant to so many disciplines, given the degree of
specialisation that will be required.

What do you regard as the major
opportunities for the profession in South
Africa?
For as long as we attract the best talent, the
profession will keep on reinventing itself.
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How did you become aware of the actuarial
profession and what attracted you to it?
When I was still at school and considering what to
study I approached a career counsellor for advice
– at that stage engineering and IT were on my
shortlist. I was given a book with a page devoted
to each of a variety of career options – one of the
pages described the role of actuaries and the
strong mathematical and problem solving skills
needed. It also mentioned that this was one of
the most challenging courses of study to pursue – I
think it was the combination of the challenge and
the maths that drew me towards it.

Do you use your actuarial training in your
job?
In recent years it is the professionalism and
normative skills training that has been most

Longer term, I think the quality of
the South African fundamental
education system is an inhibitor
to the raw talent that we can
attract into the profession.
What do you regard as the major short to
medium term challenges for the profession
in South Africa?
There is still a dire shortage of actuarial skills
and an ever widening range of applications – the
emergence of data science will, I believe, further
pull on the core skills that the actuarial profession
inculcates. In the short term our major challenge
is to grow the number of qualified actuaries and
to ensure that we do this in a manner that reflects
fully the demographics of our society. Longer term,
I think the quality of the South African fundamental
education system is an inhibitor to the raw talent
that we can attract into the profession.

What do you regards as the major
opportunities for the profession in South
Africa?
To remain the preferred supplier of core professional
skills to our traditional industries and to more
strongly diversify the application of members’ skills
into banking, data science and other emerging
areas – I do not foresee a shift in the demand/supply
imbalance for some time!
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STUDENT FOCUS
In the previous edition, we looked at
student life at the University of Cape
Town, through the eyes of the Actuarial
Science House Committee. That edition
was finalised in the early stages of
the lockdown. So let us look at how the
lockdown impacted on actuarial student
life at North West University. Thank you
to Janette Larney who coordinated this,
and to all the students who contributed
(even though some of us who come from
that region know English is regarded as a
foreign language there!)
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Katlego Motlana,

As a quiet person, I really only feel comfortable going
to a lecturer one on one in their office for a session
to address the issues. Having to do that online now
and make use of functions like a chatroom has
moved me a little outside of my comfort zone. Our
lecturers have, however, done their best to alleviate
that, making themselves available to us almost
the entire day and provided their personal contact
details. Furthermore, having to work from home in
an environment that is quite distracting and not
always conducive to work means that there is now a
very limited amount of time during the day in which
I have to get my work done. Sometimes this means
working quite late into the night. I quite miss the
structure that came with attending classes.

2nd year Actuarial Student
I had to block out all this misfortune and focus on my studies.
I used every opportunity to utilise the library facilities and
computer labs to work and get updates from the university. In
between, I was juggling basketball practice for the varsity first
team in the evenings of specific days. I had no communication
with my parents for around two months. But I communicated with
my sister through email and she relayed information to them.
When I got home, I breathed a sigh of relief. This was a chance to
recover from the arduous ordeal I had endured and renew myself.
I couldn’t participate in the online learning offerings until late in
May, as I waited for a laptop from the university. When I eventually
received it, I got immediate assistance from some lecturers, and
started working. With some assistance from our Subject Head,
Ms. Janette Larney, I arranged with all lecturers to complete the
outstanding modules by late June.

I approached 2020 with a positive attitude and my mind set on
achieving my goals. Coming from tutoring high school kids from
my small town, Mokopane in Limpopo, I knew I had to work twice
as hard if I wanted to continue playing sport and achieving good
academic results. But little did I know I would encounter much
more than I had anticipated.
Late in January, when I got to my apartment in Potchefstroom,
my laptop and phone were damaged. I didn’t want to bother my
parents, as they still had other financial pressures, including my
registration fees. In desperation, I spent a thousand rands trying
to fix my phone. Hours later, I ended up with the phone in the
state it was when I brought it in for repairs. I tried to settle the
dispute within the legal system, which involved further expenses.
The case was scheduled to be heard in April, but, due to the
pandemic, it never went to trial. My reckless and futile spending
left me with not much money for groceries and other essentials.
Fortunately, God had put a good friend in my circle and he lent a
hand.

It was tight, but having spoken directly with the lecturers, I
recognised the opportunity, and that sparked a drive in me
to overcome. And so I sacrificed sleep. I only slept when I was
knackered; I would sleep less than four hours in two days. I would
work while eating, as I felt guilty about taking any kind of break.
These sacrifices enabled me to give my best under the worst
circumstances.
I managed to obtain 90s and 80s in some of the main
assessments. The module marks were not a definite indication
of my progress, as there were some assignments I could not
submit and the timeframes varied, too. I realised you never
know what your potential is before you have given it your all
against all odds. This is good motivation for semester two and
to complete this year successfully. I would have liked to play my
first USSA this year, but I’m grateful to God for all the lessons
and strength to push through. I would like to conclude with this
verse from the Bible:

“Our present sufferings are nothing
compared to the glory that will be revealed in
us” (Romans 8:18).
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Firdaus Shaik,
3rd Actuarial Student

The pandemic. That is without a doubt not a phrase
I thought I would ever hear in my lifetime, let alone
live through it. Long gone are the days of going out
with friends, interacting with the curious people
you meet at the mall, trying new restaurants or
even wearing pretty shades of lipstick. The Covid-19
pandemic has changed the world as we know it,
it has put a strain on our economy, our financial
stability as a country and our health sector, but most
importantly it has put a strain on the future of our
country: its precious university students.
As a student, you face a great many challenges,
regardless of the field that you have chosen to pursue.
This is only further aggravated by the addition of a
lockdown. Having chosen to study Actuarial Science,
I knew I would have a lot on my plate, but no one
could anticipate just how much would be added in
the year 2020.
In terms of our student life, we’ve been forced to take
on and adapt to the approach of online learning
and while it does have its perks, it has forced us to
change our routine entirely. It makes it quite hard to
be able to interact and engage with lecturers and
peers and even to ask for help.

With regard to our personal lives, I do believe that
being away from campus and not being able to visit
and travel as often and as freely as we have used
to has put quite a huge and unexpected strain on
what were supposed to be lifelong friendships and
relationships. Not being able to see the people you
attended class with or even just spent time with
everyday consistently for over two years, leaves you
feeling quite isolated and, as I’m sure we’ve all come
to learn and appreciate, a video call simply cannot
compare to seeing a loved one in person, a warm
hug or the endless inside stories and jokes. This
without a doubt overlaps and affects your studies.
As a third-year student there is also the additional
worry about honours requirements and what we
would like to do with our future.
The combination of all these personal and student
aspects makes for quite a unique and somewhat
more daunting year of studying.
All of this being said, I do, however, believe that
takes courage and a lot of trust and faith in yourself
to choose to study a course like Actuarial Science
and it will be that very faith, trust and resilience that
will get us through this unprecedented time. We
simply need to keep reminding ourselves how far
we’ve come.

Let us learn from it, let us appreciate the
things we previously took for granted and we
will undoubtedly come out on top.
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Wessel
Botha,
3 Actuarial Student
rd

Who would have thought that life could have
changed so much in a matter of months? We are
in the midst of a highly pivotal moment. There is no
doubt that this period will be remembered for the
rest of our lives; truly an extreme event.
As a third-year actuarial student, my lifestyle
changed swiftly. All of the sudden we went from
contact lectures to online lectures, from writing
exams without a mask to writing exams with a
mask. Adaptation and persistence were key in
order to make online lectures a success. However,
arguably the most important factor was the support
and guidance we received from our lecturers. One
benefit was the fact that we watched the recordings
of the online lectures multiple times and picked
up key concepts, while with “once only” contact
lectures you can miss vital subtleties. Another
benefit was the “much more practical” aspect of the
assignments we had to do, which led to a deeper
understanding of the course material.
This was truly a once in a lifetime experience, one
with many ups and downs and involving many hours
of studying. This is the life of an actuarial student;
the journey of a thousand miles that began with a
single step. Enjoy the journey, never give up and
take it one step at a time.

Esther Echelu,
3rd Actuarial Student

Honestly,
as
a
current
student, I initially welcomed
the announcement of the
national lockdown due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Just before the shutdown
announcement, we were a
couple of days prior to our
one week first quarter break,
with our semester/ block tests
eagerly awaiting us on the
other side upon our return.
As usual, the course load was
quite demanding. Lockdown
and the uncertainty of everything did not necessarily allow for
a complete break, as anything was still possible, but it created
an opportunity to capitalize on some extra days and catch up
on any lagging work.
At first, it felt like a blessing in disguise until the novelty of the
imposed break started to wear off due to lifestyle changes
required to combat and contain the virus. The reality of the
implications that Covid-19 was having in a personal and
national capacity and on studies in a student capacity were
starting to take shape, and personally its effect was far more
costly than I had expected.
The invisible corona virus was not only a threat in the obvious
way, in how it operates, but it also created great challenges in
the fine details of living. From a student’s perspective, some of
the challenges I experienced were at times the small things
that eventually added up. These include the shift to extremely
increased computer usage as a result of online learning. In
my everyday life I wear glasses; coupled with long hours of
screen activity initially caused a lot of strain on my eyes and
led to frequent headaches. These are quite an inconvenience,
especially when deadlines are looming. The inaccessibility to
some on-campus facilities, such as printing services, meant a
complete reliance on the computer. The resources required for
our courses, such as programming programs, did not always
function as easily on the personal laptop relative to the campus
computers. This would at times cause the laptop to function
much slower, which, in turn, at times delayed the studying
process. Finally, campus provides designated areas that allow
for an environment solely for studying purposes and the
inaccessibility to those facilities was felt during this period.
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However, adapting has been key to maintaining
sanity and continuation for everyone. On our
campus at the North West University, we have
had online lectures since April, with their pros
and cons and with continual adaptations in
an effort to improve, as we all try to navigate
this year and moving forward.
The time flexibility in working at certain times
where lectures would have taken place has
been favourable for me. But in the absence of
those fixed lecture slots where we would have
written our assessments, we now have online
assessments, and these are subject to change
alongside any national or internal change at
any time, but with notice. Thus, without proper
planning and monitoring, it is easy to miss a
designated assessment. So, ensuring that I am
always up to date with incoming content and
the schedule has become a new daily activity.
Finally, there is a well-known saying, “all work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy”, and this
easily captures what has transpired over these
past few months. An aspect of undergraduate
studies is the student life amidst the studies.
I believe a well-balanced student is an overall
better student and graduate. Over the past few
months, student interaction has depended on
the extent of one’s internet connection, data
and airtime, as well as the other student’s
availability and accessibility to those same
things.
Consequently, Covid-19 has greatly diminished
the social element of student interaction and
communication. However, a notable positive
was an overall improvement in most course
marks relative to the previous year in the last
semester. Personally, though, I have found there
is merit in being able to balance both academic
and a social life; not only for acquired skills,
but also for overall wellbeing, and so, to some
degree, I have missed interacting with other
students. Nonetheless, I believe perspective
is everything moving forward, so I opt for the
glass half full as we complete this last quarter.
I am thoroughly grateful for all the efforts that
have been made by all parties to ensure we can
still continue our studies during this pandemic.

This whole experience was an opportunity for
growth and I believe I am the better for it.
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Morgan Mostert,
3rd Actuarial Student

My experience in studying actuarial science during
lockdown:
Have you ever wished that time could stand still, but instead past,
present and future were all intertwined? Keeping track of time was
the hardest part when transitioning from fulltime lectures to online
teaching. There were several opportunities, as well as obstacles.
It was convenient to be able to replay classes; however, asking
questions was not as easy.
At that time, my siblings did not attend school and engaged in leisure
activities, while I had to study. Self-discipline was tested multiple
times, but through constant motivation from friends and family, it
was possible.
In the long run, this experience will be beneficial as it helped me
prepare to study for board exams that are yet to come.
After three months of studying from home, I was one of the select
few allowed to return to campus. There were still no classes, but at
least it was a better study environment. A while later I got the flu,
just the common cold, and was sent to quarantine. It was nice in the
sense that I had a lot of time to study for my upcoming exemption
exam, but I was unable to attend group study, which would have been
helpful, because until that point I was basically homeschooled.
Time went by faster than my recovery rate, until the exam day was
upon us. Luckily, my lecturers and the medical staff were able to
arrange that I could still write my exam. One of the ER personnel
invigilated me. It felt alone and very silent, but at least my vitals were
still normal after the test.
This whole experience was an opportunity for growth and I believe I
am the better for it.
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Sivile Mfiyane,
Honours Actuarial student

In my opinion, “acceptance” and “uncertainty” best describe
the entire period of lockdown. I had to accept the uncertainties
that came with the COVID-19 pandemic regulations, and at
the same time had to focus on adhering and adjusting to the
situation in terms of my personal life and studies.
In terms of my studies, I had to adjust very quickly; especially
with the pressures of honours, I had no time to rest. The fact
that there were no contact sessions was a big downside for
me. I always try my best to consult face to face with lecturers
and this was a barrier I had to deal with, but with technology all
of this became possible in a short space of time. The upside
was that I had more time to focus on my studies, without
distraction from any residence extramural activities.
In terms of my student life, it was much easier to deal with the
change, because all the regulations were put in place in the
best interests of everyone. Communication on social media
networks made the transition much simpler.
In terms of my personal life, I thoroughly enjoyed the time I
got to spend with my family. We tried our best to make the
best of the situation and at the same time tried to create as
many memories as possible during this period. (It even got
to a point where we started joining the Tik-Tok challenges!
). This has also been a period of self-reflection and selfdiscovery in terms of new interests.

😉

Zaené Kop,
Honours Actuarial student

“What a year…”
This is the first phrase that comes to my mind
when someone mentions 2020. A year filled with
so many unexpected changes and challenges,
yet so many new lessons. Covid-19 drastically
changed our way of living – in terms of both
studies and personal life.
Completing studies online and at home is
probably not exactly what I had in mind when I
pictured my final year. We missed out on so many
special moments, like our graduation, campus
activities and even those dreaded long classes.
Online studies taught me a different way of
learning and thinking, where time management
becomes your main priority. And I definitely had
to adapt to the concept of not having any contact
with friends or lecturers; things you don’t realise
you become so dependent on.
But in embracing all the new challenges, I found
a way to work around them. From an at-home
graduation to zoom-catchups with friends,
this has become my new normal. In terms of
studies, once I got used to the online classes, I
soon realised that we are still so privileged to
be able to complete this academic year. And
with the necessary self-discipline and support
from family, friends and lecturers, this, too, will
be a successful year. So, with all the changes
due to lockdown and COVID-19, it brought the
vast realisation that we should appreciate every
small moment and never take any situation for
granted.

The First
Fifteen
Lives of
Harry
August.
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Andrich
Viljoen,
Honours Actuarial student

COVID-19 has redefined the word “normal” for me. I used to
have a normal routine, normal class, normal day-to-day. All
of this have changed. I have been forced out of my comfort
zone into this new, surreal reality I call “normal”.
The biggest challenge regarding my studies during lockdown
has been time management. The fact that I didn’t have a
routine was extremely challenging, especially during those
first 21 days. There have been times when I lost track of time,
and burnout become a major risk.
Once I started planning my day and taking a day off once a
week, everything changed, and I once again started feeling
positive about my studies and the future. The current
situation has shown me that I am capable of changing, and
that no matter how uncomfortable it may seem at the start,
everything will be okay, and I will turn out better at the other
“end”.

- Review by Paul Lewis.
It wasn’t long after lockdown started when I first I
heard someone say, “This is just like Groundhog Day”. I
have even used that reference myself many times over
the last few months. I had re-watched the movie with
my family (first time for them, about fifth time for me)
about a year ago, so the plot was still fresh in my mind.
As well as being a very funny movie, it touches on the
deep questions of “would I do it better if I were given
another chance” and “can we learn from our mistakes”.
It takes Bill Murray a long time to even start realising
that he is making mistakes, and thinking about what
“better” means, despite the fact that for him this comes
from a place of fairly dubious motives. It is Hollywood,
so he does get better (the movie is worth watching just
for his piano playing and ice sculpting progress), and
love wins out in the end. The other movie I have seen in
this genre is “Edge of Tomorrow”, with Tom Cruise; quite
violent, but well worth watching. (I was quite surprised
when a quick wiki search turned up about 60 movies in
this time-loop genre.)

I have been fortunate enough to spend most of the lockdown
with those I love. They have supported my studies and have
done as much as possible to accommodate me. It was
difficult to not be able to see my friends during those first
stages of lockdown, but once the travel restrictions were
relaxed, everything got better.

Despite my enjoyment of both of these movies, I was
a bit sceptical when a couple of months ago someone
recommended “The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August”,
by Claire North (pen name of the fairly prolific Catherine
Webb who has written 21 books before the age of 36).
Did I really want to put myself through 416 pages of
something that I could get from a 90 minute movie?
Books and movies aim to do different things, but, as
an avid reader, and very part-time writer, I was pleased
to be reminded how much deeper, richer, and more
complex the written form is.

My university has also been fantastic and supported us
throughout the process. I think that a few of the changes
that COVID-19 have resulted in, are here to stay.

Harry August is born into a poor family in the north of
England, in 1919. His parents work for the local lord of
the manor. He later discovers that things are slightly
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more complicated in terms of who his parents
are, but that is probably the least confusing and
complicating thing that he comes across. After
living a fairly mediocre life, which includes fighting
in World War II, and following his adopted father’s
role as the groundsman of the country estate, he
dies in 1989. Only to be reborn on the same date,
in the same place, into the same first few years
of his life, to do it all over again. And again. And
again.
Harry soon, if you can call 100 years or so soon,
realises that he is not alone, and that there are
many other Ouroboran or Kalachakra (people
who are reborn again and again), and who have
formed the Cronus Club (for which I kept reading
Corona) to look after each other. One of the
repeated themes in the book is how Ouroboran
try to identify each other when meeting for
the first time. If they meet in the 1960s, say,
they will casually throw in the words “Michael
Jackson’s Thriller” or “Apple iPhone” to see if the
other person has any idea what they are talking
about. I found myself eagerly waiting for the next
encounter between two Ouroborans to see what
time capsules from the future North would use to
allow them to identify each other.
I have always found it really difficult to comprehend
time going back decades, let along several billion
years. We aren’t really programmed to be able
to understand the world like this, so North does
an incredible job of taking us on a journey with
someone who has lived for 1,000 years, and
counting. The book has an interesting plot (there is
definitely something that Harry feels he has to do)
but what amazed me is the vast number of topics
that North covers in Harry’s quest to understand
his place in the world. These include religion,
philosophy, politics, war, physics, medicine, love,
purpose, and economics. All topics that Harry has
to become proficient in to understand who he is,
and help him get what he wants. Ultimately, this
book is also about friendship, love, and betrayal,
with a small dose of consequentialism, and the
possible issues with that way of thinking, as all
actuaries who have attended the Professionalism
courses will be aware .

😁

“Harry Augus”t was my second Claire North book.
“The Faint Appearance of Hope” was also excellent,
and I will soon be reading her other book, “Touch”,
on my Kindle.
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Michael John Levett
Mike Levett, Actuary and CEO (6
June 1939- 30 August 2020), was
successful at everything he put
his mind to.
He was born and raised in
Clifton, Cape Town, and did most
of his schooling at Christian
Brothers College in Green
Point. In addition to being an
excellent scholar, he was a keen
sportsman being a cricketer
and played 1st team rugby for
the school. He was also a keen tennis player for the Clifton tennis
club. Mathematics was his speciality and thus it was natural for
him to follow an actuarial career.
He studied BCom. at UCT with an actuarial major and had to study
concurrently for the FFA qualification. In those days there were no
exemptions for the early actuarial exams for university degrees.
Exams were only held once a year in April. Life is easier now.
At the time he had a vacation job at Old Mutual and on graduating
he joined them permanently in 1959. As a successful student he
was given the opportunity to study for his final in Edinburgh at Old
Mutual’s expense. He qualified as both FFA and FIA in 1964.
On his return to Cape Town he was visited by some Irish relatives
and friends, one of which was Jill Aston, to whom he became
engaged and married in Dublin in 1966.
They were blessed with 3 children, Peter, Susan and Barry. Peter
carries on the family tradition as being a senior executive at Old
Mutual.
Mike enrolled for the first part-time MBA course offered by the
newly formed UCT Business School and was awarded the 1969
class Gold Medal.
Mike’s career at Old Mutual went from strength to strength, being
promoted to MD of Mutual and Federal in Johannesburg taking over
from Tony van Ryneveld. Under his leadership, Mutual and Federal
performed excellently for clients and shareholders. On his return
to Cape Town head office in 1982 he became General Manager
Pensions as well as retaining the position of Managing Director
of Mutual and Federal, now Old Mutual Insure. Subsequently in

1984 he became General Manager Investments. In July 1995 he
was appointed as Managing Director. His colleagues remark on
his speed of comprehension and memory of important details. In
the investment arena he had the ability to grasp the opportunity
and the risk of any investment situation almost instantly. He had a
photographic memory of corporate transactions over many years.
In 1986, there was a feeling that Old Mutual had to expand its business
activities beyond its traditional African footprint. It was felt that
an overseas investment in the UK was appropriate. After a lot of
investigation and presentations by suitable small life companies it
was decided to purchase Providence Capitol based in London and
Guernsey. Garth Griffin was seconded to be MD of the company
and Mike was given overall executive control. He was assisted by
Ralph Roseman who later took over from Garth as Chief Executive
of Providence Capitol. This involved Mike in regular trips to London.
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Apart from Mike’s business and professional activities, he was
also involved in charities and NGO’s, including Nelson Mandela’s
Children’s Fund, Founder Patron of Red Cross Children’s Hospital
Fund, Colleges of Medicine of SA Foundation, UCT Graduate
School of Business Advisory Board, Governor of UCT Foundation,
Global Corporate Advisory Council of Harvard Business School,
and World Wildlife Fund South Africa.
His Alma Mater, UCT, awarded him an honorary doctorate in
recognition of his many achievements over many years.
Mike also had a very full and happy family life. Certain factors were
absolutely consistent:
Mike’s holiday house in Rooiels, (a holiday village on False Bay near
Cape Town), was the place where Mike and Jill met, and the place
of numerous family holidays and quality time spent together.

On the retirement of Jan van der Horst in 1990 as chairman of Old
Mutual, Mike was elected as Chairman and Chief Executive. Later
during the nineties there was a universal debate about the continued
relevance of mutual companies. In August 1997, the Board took a
decision in principle to demutualise.

This was also the place Mike taught his children how to body surf,
play bridge, canasta, samba, and take walks up the surrounding
mountains. This was a place where Mike could relax, garden and
read popular fiction books by the dozen. Later years were spent
with hours of Audio books and fiendish Sudoku.

Mike, with the assistance of Johannes van der Horst, (nephew of
the previous chairman, and General Manager Investments at the
time), successfully managed the transition from mutual to stock
company, a mammoth task. This project lasted 2 years. This meant
delegation of many of the day to day operations to COO Gerhard van
Niekerk, who had the task of preparing the existing business for the
new environment. The London advisers felt that this was one of the
most complex cases of corporate restructuring they had handled,
especially seeing the multiple political implications in a number of
countries involved.

Mike participated in annual skiing trips for over a decade, from
1985 to 1995, which were also huge fun for the whole family.

At the time Old Mutual had clients in 92 countries and it eventually
listed on five stock exchanges in July 1999. The project was so
interesting internationally that Harvard Business School wrote a
case study about it. The implementation of the corporate structure
change involved moving Old Mutual’s head office to the UK and Mike
settled in London but still kept a presence in Cape Town. Jill was a
great support to Mike during his stressful time as senior executive.
He retired as CEO in 2001 and as chairman in 2005. The farewell
dinner was held at the Tower of London. He was able to say in his
farewell speech that “when I joined Old Mutual, I never expected to
end up in the Tower of London!”
He served on several Boards as non-executive director, including
SA Breweries / SABMiller, SASOL, Barloworld and Nedbank Group.
He was President of the Actuarial Society of South Africa, and Vice
President of Faculty of Actuaries in Scotland.

Mike attended sports and school events whenever he could and
was extremely supportive of his children and grandchildren and
of their education.
Peter is now CEO of Old Mutual Property, Susan is a psychiatrist
in private practice in Paarl, and Barry is founder and CEO of
SmartPesa, a financial tech company in Singapore.
After retirement Mike and Jill kept a presence in both London and
Cape Town and spent a great deal of time travelling the world with
tour groups and cruise ships. He remained active and continued
annual ski trips with family and friends.
Unfortunately Jill became ill and died prematurely in 2019. Mike
continued his activities and was looking forward to a ski trip with
his friends in 2021 when he died suddenly of a heart attack in his
house, Silverhurst, in Constantia, Cape Town.

- Ralph Roseman.

He certainly lived a full life and will be
sorely missed by his family and friends.

THANK
YOU

FOR YOUR
SUPPORT
ASSA Academy wants to thank PPS for their support
during these challenging times.
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